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IN THE ERA of Facebook, MySpace, and numerous other social networking sites, 
the Whittier College Alumni Association is able to keep you connected to an even 
more powerful network, one that is available exclusively to you: Whittier College 
Alumni Online Community! 
The Alumni Online Community allows you to view a secure, password-protected 
directory of contact information for fellow Poets, update your own Whittier alumni 
profile, share class notes, learn about alumni activities, and reconnect with fellow 
alumni who share similar interests. 
To join, log on to 
whitfier.edu/alumni  
For your eight-digit temporary password, contact the Office of Alumni Relations, 562.907.4222. 
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Join us as we 10 
celebrate the 
grand opening of 
the new Campus 
Center—including 
The Spot—during 
Whittier Weekend 2008, 
October 17-19. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TO "THE SPOT"! 
THIS FALL, POPULAR CAMPUS HANGOUT "THE SPOT" TURNS 60 YEARS OLD and moves to its 
new home in the fully renovated Campus Center. From its incarnation as a soda fountain to its 
current iteration as a café, it's been a place where students have met and felt in love, discussed 
issues of the day, had their first employment, and, in general, shared their fears, frustrations, 
Laughter, and triumphs throughout their college days. 
To honor The Spot's long legacy within the Whittier College family, we're asking for short 
stories, memories, even photos of what The Spot meant to you in your days on campus. What 
do you recall happening here? Did something momentous take place? What were your favorite 
dishes? Who were the quirkiest staff members? Do you have a "soft spot" for The Spot? 
Submissions should be sent via e-mail to therock@whittier.edu, or by U.S. Mail to The 
Rock, do Whittier College Office of Communications, P.O. Box 634, Whittier, CA 90608. All 




ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND FRIENDS: 
NI HAO! This ubiquitous 
phrase greeted us every-
where during our visit to 
China during the first week 
of March. Visiting Hong 
Kong, Shanghai. Beijing, 
and the ancient city of 
Xinzheng, afforded an 
opportunity for members 
of our Whittier delegation to meet with 
officials at some of the best universities 
in the country and to begin to establish 
partnerships to benefit Whittier students 
and faculty. Vice President for Academic 
Affairs Susan Gotsch, Vice President for 
Advancement Elizabeth Power Robison, 
and I explored possibilities for student and 
faculty exchanges, study abroad pro-
grams, and internships. We also shared 
information on our student life programs. 
Formally seated across the table 
from presidents, party leaders, and other 
officials, I was struck by the extent to 
which the Chinese are eager to learn 
about Whittier's brand of education. 
Two of the most prominent universities 
in China—Fudan and Peking—even asked 
us to prepare talks about how we deliver 
a liberal arts education, and how we 
know that it makes a difference. All of 
the universities we visited were curious 
about the education we offer at the small, 
private college that graduated President 
Richard Nixon '34 and about the success 
of our other alumni. 
So we told them about Whittier. We 
told them that we educate students for a 
lifetime of change and discovery through 
exposure to a broad array of coursework 
in addition to in-depth knowledge in a 
discipline. We reported that interdis-
ciplinary instruction was a hallmark of 
Whittier College, as well as a necessity 
for graduates whose careers will demand  
problem-solving skills, outside-the-box 
thinking, and a penchant for innovation. 
We professed that small classes, active 
pedagogy, and learning-by-doing were 
reasons why we consistently place 
among the top tier of colleges and 
universities and how we know that 
Whittier propels our students' intellectual 
and personal growth. 
In return, we learned about the 
substantial energy and resources being 
devoted toward the Chinese university 
system today. We learned about the 
emerging commitment at some uni-
versities to American-style liberal arts 
education, and a zest for experimentation 
and adopting best practices wherever 
found. And we discovered opportu-
nities for collaboration. For example, 
Whittier soon will host a student life 
professional from Fudan University 
who will observe and learn from our 
campus model, and we will send a team 
back to Fudan to continue discussions 
about general education. And several 
universities will cooperate in student 
and faculty exchanges. We can learn 
much from building relationships with 
our Chinese counterparts and exposing 
interested students to China's rich past 
and dynamic present. 
Another highlight of our trip was 
the opportunity to connect with Whittier 
alumni and parents in Hong Kong and 
Beijing. Varied in their professions—film 
producer, commercial interior designer, 
headhunter, financier, hotel developer, 
a global company's senior VP, head 
of business development in corporate 
banking, an owner of the largest 
mortuary business in Hong Kong, and a 
minister for press and cultural affairs at 
the U. S. Embassy in Beijing—they offered 
to help students with internships and  
faculty with connections, and to welcome 
all when they travel to the China that is 
their home. 
Listening to our proud Poet alumni 
and parents tell their own stories of time 
spent at Whittier themselves or with 
their Poet offspring. I realized that it is 
difficult to characterize fully the value of 
a Whittier College education. You have to 
see for yourself what it is like to be in 
class with David Paddy, Laura McEnaney, 
or Sean Morris, three of our most recent 
Nerhood Award-winning professors. 
Or observe the bubbling excitement of 
students working on marketing projects 
or psychology experiments or interning at 
Broadoaks School. You have to hear and 
see the performers during choir concerts 
and Friday Musicales. And how can we 
find words to describe the enthusiasm 
of the 75 participants in Mike McBride's 
Model UN. 
We communicated just the flavor 
of a Whittier education to our Chinese 
university hosts, and, knowing that the 
full effect would need to be experienced 
in person, we eagerly invited them to 
visit our campus (one president is already 
planning to do so in May). I invite you 
all to have the same experience. Visit us 
again, sit in on classes, watch students' 
presentations, and talk with our seniors 
about what and how they have learned. 
The value and importance of our work 
here really hits home when you observe 
it in action. 
Go Poets! 
Sharon D. Herzberger 
President 
I PHOTOSTOP. 
To see a photograph 
taken at our alumni-
parent gathering in 
Hong Kong, turn 
to page 45. 
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WHITTIER UNVEILS NEW COLLEGE WEBSITE 
AS THE SAYING GOES, "It's been a long time coming..." 
And never was a phrase more apropos than as applied to the overhauling of the Whittier College 
website, a process 15 months in the making and still in metamorphosis. The navigation has been 
completely rebuilt to make it more "user-friendly"; the visuals thoroughly altered to complement other 
flagship College publications; the content 
scrutinized and refreshed to convey 
Whittier's distinct personality and dis-
tinguished programs; and its features 
enhanced to attract today's prospective 
student and proudly compete within 
the higher education market. And 
while a majority of the site may appear  
completed to the casual visitor, work 
behind the scenes is still very much 
underway, with new material and 
features constantly being added. 
The new website "went live" on 
Christmas Day, signifying—as described 
in the Quaker Campus—"a gift bestowed 
on the Whittier community." 
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>> HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT AND SCIENCE WRITER DR. MICHAEL SHERMER 
WILL GIVE THE COMMENCEMENT 2008 KEYNOTE ON MAY 23. 
NEWLY NAMED POETS 
HUMANITARIAN-AUTHORS ISABEL ALLENDE AND WILLIAM C. GORDON RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES 
October, capping a daylong visit that 
included a classroom lecture, meeting 
student writers, and a dinner celebra-
tion at Wardman House, the home of 
President Sharon Herzberger. 
Called a "genius" by critics, Isabel 
Allende is one of the most prolific and 
lauded Latin American writers of her 
time. The daughter of Chile's ambas-
sador to Peru, Allende was born in 
Lima and grew up in several different 
countries in South America and the 
Middle East. While in exile in Venezuela 
after her cousin, Chilean President 
Salvador Allende, was assassinated in 
a coup, she began writing a letter to  
her dying grandfather that became her 
debut novel, The House of the Spirits. 
Through her use of a writing style 
known as "magic realism." Allende has 
told the story of Chile and its people, 
and in particular, its women, to acclaim. 
She has authored more than a dozen 
novels, short stories and plays, and is the 
recipient of numerous literary awards 
and honors, including the U.S. Critic's 
Choice Award (1996) and the Dorothy and 
Lillian Gish Prize, given for excellence 
in the arts, and in 2004, she was elected 
into the American Academy of Arts 
and Letters. 
After the untimely death of his 
father, William Gordon grew up in 
the rough Mexican ghetto of East 
Los Angeles. At age 14, he started at 
Whittier High School, where he recalls 
that most of his teachers were Whittier 
College graduates. Today. Gordon says 
it was their influence and direction that 
inspired him to "dream big"; as a result, 
he attended college and subsequently 
earned a law degree. After decades 
working as an attorney and community 
activist, Gordon turned his interests 
toward writing, and has since become 
a successful novelist. 
"Thank you for acknowledging 
through me that the little guy counts in 
this society," said Gordon in his remarks, 
gazing at his new degree. 
"[My husband truly believes] 
the sky is the limit." said Allende 
with a smile, addressing the crowd 
immediately following Gordon. "I'm 
















Dean of Faculty 




and Allende. Over 
the last 95 years, 
Whittier College 
has awarded 166 
honorary degrees. 
E 
CELEBRATED AUTHORS, humanitarians, 
and spouses Isabel Allende and William 
C. Gordon each received a Whittier 
College honorary doctorate of humane 







A SPECIAL COLLECTION of 
3,000 books and other genealogical 
materials, maintained by local agency 
Whittier Area Genealogical Society 
(WAGS), has been relocated to the 
Bonnie Bell Wardman Library, where it 
is now available for public use. 
The collection includes research 
guides, atlases, biographies; family 
histories, histories of the vast number 
of religious and cultural groups among 
American settlers, and works on Native 
Americans. For those just beginning 
their research, there are 63 "how-to" 
books. In addition, there are 185 family 
histories and more than 1,000 surname 
cards on file. New materials are added 
to the collection on an ongoing basis. 
"We're always looking to collaborat 
with external agencies in ways that i 
support learning and discovery," said 
Katherine Gill, director for Wardm 
Library. "I was impressed by th 
breadth and by the care that had 
clearly been exerted in curating the 
WAGS collection, and by the array of 
primary sources and tools it offers for 
historical research. 
"In particular, it's wonderful we 
now have an impressive resource for 
immigrant histories. I look forward to 
seeing how our campus community 
will benefit from the collection and 
the visiting researchers it will 
undoubtedly draw." 
WHITTIER COLLEGE GAINED INTERNATIONAL 
NOTICE when Elizabeth Power Robison, 
vice president for advancement, joined 
colleagues from around the globe at the 
inaugural World Universities Forum in 
Davos, Switzerland, in late January 2008, 
following the World Economic Forum. At 
the conference, Robison presented the 
workshop, "Serving the Under-Served: 
The Challenges and Opportunities of 
Whittier College's Commitment to Under-
Represented Students," focusing on the 
challenges and opportunities of building—
and preserving—a diverse campus and 
ensuring access. The presentation was 
followed by an open dialogue with attendees. 
Robison noted that those who joined 
in the discussion included the Ministry of 
Higher Education from Turkey, a chancellor 
from Nigeria, a professor from South 
Africa, a rector from Austria, a professor 
from Australia, an administrator from 
Acadia University in Canada, and a number 
of Americans from Drexel, Syracuse, 
University of Illinois, and Stanford. 
"We had a great conversation around 
a topic that impacts and affects higher 
education across the globe, regardless of 
economics, geography, politics, and other 
mitigating factors," said Robison. "But 
what was most exciting, is that they all 
were quite intrigued and impressed with 
Whittier's story. In a sense, this further 
confirms the relevancy of Whittier's 
particular history, values, and future. 
"We can—and should—play an important 
role in this global discussion." 
WHERE IN THE 10-
WORLD IS WHITTIER? 
Representing 
the College at a 
conference in Davos, 
Switzerland, Vice 
President Robison 
displays the glory 
of the Purple I 
Gold—in front of 
the glorious Alps. 
GLOBAL POSITIONING 
WHITTIER COMMANDS ATTENTION IN WORLD UNIVERSITIES FORUM 
ALMOST THERE... 
CONSTRUCTION ON THE NEW CAMPUS CENTER is rapidly bringing 
the architectural sketches (seen in the foreground) into focus, as 
the additional buildings are nearing completion. Physical labor 
on the project began in August 2007, and construction firm 
Millie Severson is making every effort to strictly adhere to the 
timeline—making the site ready for move-in by late July 2008. 
Among the inaugural residents will be the Dean of Students; 
student services (Offices of Student Activities, Career Services, 
Internships/International Programs, Residential Life); student 
media offices (Quaker Campus, KPOET radio, Acropolis); catering 
company Bon Appetit; and the new Olive and Bob Clift Bookstore 
(see story, p.  41). 
>> STUDENTS TRAVELED MORE THAN 23,000 MILES AROUND THE GLOBE FOR JANTERM 




CASSEY HO '09 BLENDS SCIENCE AND FASHION 
















  BESTING HUNDREDS OF ENTRIES IN A 
STUDENT COMPETITION to remake the 
"Little black dress," Cassey Ho '09 was 
among the 18 winning designers whose 
ensembles hit the catwalk in last fall's 
"Emerging Stars" fashion show, held during 
San Francisco Fashion Week. 
Surprisingly, Ho—a biology major and 
business and chemistry minor—had no prior 
experience in the fashion design industry 
save her summer internship with Effie's 
Heart, a San Jose-based women's apparel 
company whose designs reflect classic styles 
of the 20s, 30s, and 40s with a distinctive, 
modern flair. 
As an apprentice to Effie's Heart 
founder Kimo, Ho learned about fabrics, 
drawing, and design, impressing her boss 
enough to warrant inclusion of her own 
illustrations on Effie's Heart products 
and in the company's buyers catalogues. 
Additionally, Ho had the opportunity to 
design a few items—such as the "Cassey 
Tote"—that are being sold under the 
Effie's Heart label in spring and summer 
of this year. In all, her artistry appears on 
seven items of apparel; she's also currently 
designing for the company's 2008 Holiday 
Dress Collection. 
Despite her strong academic program 
in the sciences and business, Ho admits 
fashion design has been her dream since 
childhood. But rather than abandoning her 
background in favor of her current success 
in design, she sees her future lies in a 
calculated convergence of all three fields. 
In fact, she's already at work fusing 
science and art through entrepreneurship, 
designing an eco-friendly fitness clothing line. 
Again, something of a natural for Ho, 
who is also a certified Pilates instructor. 
"I see this as a perfect blend of my 
biology and business concentration with my 
interest in fashion design," she enthuses. 
"In fact, my classes last fall helped me 
develop this idea. I was taking a course in 
environmental science and in small business 
management, and found a way to make the 
final projects complementary. In environ-
mental science, I researched organic and 
sustainable fabrics; for the management 
class, I wrote a business plan for my 
eco-friendly line." 
I DIVINE DESIGN. Ho models her "Cassey Tote," 
currently being sold through Effie's Heart, a 
boutique company in Northern California. 
"This is not just about selling clothes, 
though," Ho cautions," it's about promoting 
an overall healthy lifestyle and contributing 
toward a more sustainable way of wearing 
clothing to save resources. Eco-friendly 
fabrics include organic cotton, bamboo 
blend, and soy bean blend—no pesticides, 
harmful chemicals, or bleaches. As a result, 
the tender production process creates a 
softer-feeling fabric that lasts longer than 
conventional fabric. In addition, the apparel 
is made by people earning fair wages in 
healthy working conditions." 
As to when she expects her Line to be 
ready for stores, she quickly and efficiently 
responds, "I'm currently working on getting 
the samples of my designs made, but the 
finished products will debut in summer 2008." 
>> CHECK OUT CASSEY HO'S LIMITED EDITION DESIGNS EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE 
THROUGH EFFIE'S HEART BY VISITING WWW.EFFIESHEART.COM. 
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4 PROJECT RUNWAY. 
On Left, early designs 
for Ho's eco-friendLy 
fitness Line, currently 
in production. 
On right, Ho's 
re-envisioning of 
Coco Chanel's 
"LittLe Black Dress" 
earned accoLades 
during San Francisco's 
Fashion Week. 
"And the name of the line is still in 
progress," she says. Ironically, she makes 
it sound like she's been laying down on 
the job. 
MADE IN CHINA 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE EXAMINES 
THE FUTURE OF U.S.-CHINA BUSINESS 
SPONSORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION and coordi-
nated largely by students, a "real-time" 
video-teleconference took place in fall 
bringing together diverse business leaders 
in both the U.S. and China for a Live, pane[ 
discussion on "The Future of U.S.-China 
Business Relations." The event took place 
as an international cooperation between 
Whittier College and SIAS University in 
China, and was simultaneously broadcast at 
both institutions before a live audience. 
Participants in both countries hailed 
from a range of experience in global com-
merce and business practices—from a 
legal expert to a U.S. toy manufacturer to 
an environmental specialist. The resulting 
exchange touched on current issues and 
rising factors affecting the two nations' 
ability to sustain and improve commercial 
manufacturing import/export activities, 
including differing environmental standards, 
competitive design and innovation, and 
technological advances. As the Mattel case 
regarding use of lead paint in toy produc- 
tion had just recently made headlines, it 
became a prime example for discussion—
effectively illustrating how media in both 
countries can negatively and exponentially 
impact market negotiations between these 
economic superpowers. 
The conference, which was the brain-
child of business professor Dan Duran, 
attracted a large number of students and 
faculty, as well as a significant contingent 
from the Whittier-area business community. 
SUBJECT MATTERS 
LAST FALL, 19 Whittier students presented posters and 
investigative papers at the Southern California Conference on 
Undergraduate Research (SCCUR). held November 17 on the Cal 
State L.A. campus. The annual, regional conference is designed 
to highlight both faculty-mentored research as well as creative 
and scholarly collaboration in the arts, humanities, and social 
and natural sciences. In all, 12 Whittier faculty were involved 
in the student projects, encompassing topics in biology, art 
history, psychology, physics, history, sociology, and chemistry—
the sciences clearly the most popular field with nine entries. 
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>> IN 1928, WHITTIER'S MALE DEBATE TEAM WON THE CONFERENCE 
CHAMPIONSHIP ARGUING CONDEMNATION FOR U.S. ARMED INTERVENTION 
IN LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES' INTERNAL AFFAIRS. 
WANTED: ' 
EXPERIENCED 
MENTORS. If you 
have experience 
in the filmmaking 
industry and would 
like to share your 
knowledge with our 
film students, please 
contact the Office 



















VIDEO CLUB, FILM FEST ALL PART OF ONE STUDENT'S STORYBOARD 
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>> TO VIEW SHAZAD BRUCE'S COMEDY SHORT 'THE NIGHT BEFORE EID," 
GO TO WWW.LINKTV.ORG/ONENATION/FILMS/VIEW/216.  
THOUGH HE KNEW THAT WHITFIER 
COLLEGE HAD NO FORMAL PROGRAM in 
the field yet, Shezad Bruce '09 came to 
campus with film in mind. 
Spying the Platner Hall Media Center 
during his first visit as a prospective student, 
he recalls he was "sold" on both Whittier and 
the possibiLities. Later, enrolled in an Intro 
to Video Production class, Bruce's talent and 
passions found purchase. 
"I'm not much of a writer, so video 
production is a way for me to tell a story 
visually," admits the affable Bruce, who 
currently serves as co-president for the 
Video Production Club, a student organiza-
tion he helped establish last year. 
And many stories he's told through 
the medium—from a "sportscast" of a 
campus burger-eating contest (complete 
with commentary and analysis by the 
"anchors"), to a John Hughes-esque love  
story, to a comedy short about the Muslim 
American experience. The latter, titled "The 
Night Before Eid" about a man fired by an 
insensitive boss the night before an Islamic 
holiday, was created for LinkTV's "One 
Nation, Many Voices" Online Film Contest. 
The film became a contest finalist, seen by 
more than a million viewers. 
Bruce and fellow club co-president 
Drew Southern '09 (who is also a frequent 
production partner) led the charge to bring 
Campus MovieFest to Whittier last fall, 
giving students the chance to compete 
against heavy-hitting film students from 
USC and UCLA. The duo's own entry, "Alan's 
World," was among the four Whittier shorts 
screened at the Egyptian Theatre for the Los 
Angeles Festival Finale. 
"We thought [the other schoo[s] would 
blow us out of the water," Bruce says. "But 
Whittier did very well. And we are going to 
do the same next time." 
This spring, Bruce and the Video 
Production Club have teamed up with the 
Quaker Campus to produce bi-weekly "broad-
cast" news segments, available online. 
Bruce also hopes to create some promo-
tional videos for the athletics department 
website, provided some technical challenges 
can be overcome. 
"Right now we have only one camera, 
one computer, and 15 students in the club," 
he notes with a faint sigh of frustration. 
Then brightening he adds, "But, we're 
doing the best with what we have." 
READY FOR MY CLOSE-UP, MR. CHEATHAM. Instructor Rich Cheatham '68 
discusses optimal camera angles and pans to students in his Introduction 
to Video Production class. 
LIGHTS, CAMERA, CREDIT 
COLLEGE ANNOUNCES NEW FILM STUDIES MINOR 
AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS BEGINNING THIS SPRING SEMESTER—and taking 
full advantage of the campus' proximity to the world's cinematic capital—the College's 
new film studies minor has been created as an interdisciplinary program "emphasizing 
the analysis of film as an artistic form and as a key media component in the multiple 
expressions of contemporary life." 
The program came about in large part as a response to strong student interest; 
previously, those looking to pursue a related course of study could only do so through 
the Whittier Scholars Program. 
Students pursuing the minor will study practical and technical aspects of film 
production, though the primary focus will be on the history of film's narrative 
structures, its role as a medium of cultural expression, and the theories, methodologies, 
and criticisms within film studies. Core requirements will be taught by theatre and 
English departments, but faculty in other disciplines are planning such fare as History 
of Film Music, Cinematic Landscapes, Philosophical Issues on Film, Jesus on Film, and 
specialized courses on Chinese, Spanish, French, and African cinema. 
GOOD SHOW. 
Shown clockwise 
are: Cody Goulder, 
Megan Gerber, 




not advance at 
this year's festival, 
last year Napoleon 








20 WHITTIER TEAMS 
PRODUCE SHORTS FOR FILM 
FESTIVAL COMPETITION 
IN NOVEMBER, STUDENTS HAD A 
CHANCE for a real "Hollywood movie 
moment" when organization Campus 
Movie Fest (CMF) —billed as the "world's 
largest student film festival"—invited 
Whittier College to participate in its 
Southern California tour. At stake? A 
number of high-tech prizes, regional 
bragging rights, plus the chance to 
screen an original work at Hollywood's 
historic Egyptian Theater. 
Competing against fellow students 
from USC, UCLA, and Cal Poly Pomona 
for the festival's Los Angeles honors, 
20 teams from Whittier had one week 
to put together films that were five 
minutes or under, featuring a broad range 
of content and cinematic effect. CMF 
provided each creative group with video 
cameras, laptops, tripods, and phones, 
as well as a measure of production 
support and training. 
Selected for screening at the 
Egyptian Theatre were three Whittier 
entries: "Alan's World," which tells the 
tale of a college "science geek" seeking 
a love connection; "I.O.U." a romantic 
night gone awry; and "Day 2255," a 
poignant tale about a homeless man. 
Produced by a team of 10 first-year 
students led by Christopher Davis '11, 
the short "When We Lost Chris," a film 
about a boy and his obsessive love—
for a laptop computer—did not screen 
at the event, though it captured a 
coveted "Golden Tripod" award for 
Best Concept. 
STAGE COMBAT 
STUDENTS RECEIVE HONORS, NOMINATIONS 
FOR ACTING COMPETITION 
ONCE AGAIN, WHI1TIER COLLEGE THEATRE & COMMUNICATION ARTS STUDENTS EARNED 
ACCOLADES from the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival (KC/ACTF) for their 
efforts in the fall production of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. 
Lara Hurlburt '10, who played the character of "Olivia," and Megan Gerber '10, who 
played "Viola," were both nominated to participate in the Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship 
competition at the 2008 KC/ACTF Regional Festival, held this past February. Hurlburt and Gerber 
join Cody Goulder '08 and Matt Calloway '08, who were likewise invited to the 2008 scholarship 
event for their work in last spring's "Stop Kiss." This was Goulder's second, consecutive 
invitation to the competition. 
Partnering with fellow Whittier students (non-competitors), the four nominees presented 
scenes and monologues, auditioning against 320 competing undergraduate and graduate 
theatre students from Hawaii, Guam, California, Utah, Nevada, and Arizona. 
"This was the highest total number of competitors, ever, in the KC/ACTF Region VIII 
history," said Whittier theatre professor Gil Gonzales, who also participated in the weeklong 
festival as a workshop leader, acting coach, and an early-round judge. "While we did not have 
students advance in this competition this year, we had four solid Irene Ryan nominees and four 
committed scene partners. The experience alone will help each one of these student-actors bet-
ter prepare for next year's festival." 
Other students earning honors from KC/ACTF for their work in Twelfth Night were Eric Rivera 
'08, who composed original music for the production, production assistants Goulder and Gerber, 
and musicians Sam Bremen, Paul Emack, Andrew Kushnir, Alex Maupin, and Bryan Williams, all 
of whom received Meritorious Achievement Awards. 
>> TO VIEW WHITTIER COLLEGE STUDENT FILMS ENTERED IN CAMPUS MOVIE FEST, 
GO TO WWW.CAMPUSMOVIEFEST.COM/FINALE/CALIFORNIA_LA2007.HTML - 
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DRAMA QUEEN. 
Student actor Lara 
Hurlburt '10 deftly 
portrays the role of 
Shakespeare's "Olivia" 
in Director Gil 
Gonzales' Caribbean. 
inspired production of 
Twelfth Night. 
V CONGRESSIONAL HEARING. During a Lessons 
on Leadership session, guest speaker and U.S. 
Representative Linda Sanchez chats with students, 
including fellow official Dan Strauss '09, the newly 
elected ASWC president. 
4 POWER OF SPEECH. 
Jonathan Brasfield '11, 
first-place winner in 
the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Oratorical 
Contest, delivers a 
heartfelt sermon on 
how the courage and 
vision of King must 




Sci-fi Legend Ray Bradbury, a featured 
speaker at the Whittier College Writers 
Festival, explains how he landed on the 
title for his most famous novel. 
"1 FINALLY CALLED THE LOCAL FIRE 
CHIEF [TO FIND OUT AT WHAT 
TEMPERATURE PAPER BURNS]. HE 
PUT ME ON HOLD FOR A COUPLE OF 
MINUTES, CAME BACK, AND SAID 451 
DEGREES FARENHEIT. I SWITCHED [IT] 
AROUND AND HAD MY TITLE. I GUESS 
I OWE A LOT TO THAT FIRE CHIEF." 
Soccer athlete Laura Duarte '10 describes 
the changing conditions affecting a team 
practice during the spate of Southern 
California wildfires last October. Though 
Whittier was several miles from any of the 
blazes, air quality forced a suspension of 
all athletic practices and games for about 
a week, 
"IT WAS HOT AND YOU COULD JUST 
TASTE THE ASH ... I DON'T KNOW HOW 
TO DESCRIBE IT." 
In an editorial, Quaker Campus (QC) 
managing editor Lauren Camacho '08 
cautions against selecting a candidate 
solely based on race or gender. 
"1 LOOK ENTHUSIASTICALLY TOWARD 
THE DAY A MINORITY IS ELECTED 
[U.S.] PRESIDENT. HOWEVER, I HOPE 
THAT DAY ALSO MARKS THE ELECTION 
OF SOMEONE WITH A PLATFORM I 
AGREE WITH." 
In a QC editorial, students are admonished 
to avoid apathy and inaction, rather to take 
advantage of the power of every American 
citizen and exercise their right to vote—in 
the primaries, regular elections, and "even 
student government." 
"THOUGH WE DO NOT HAVE GOBS OF 
MONEY TO SWAY LOBBYISTS OR SCORE 
DEALS WITH FOREIGN NATIONS, AT 
LEAST WE HAVE A VOICE." 
At Orientation Convocation, President 
Sharon Herzberger advises new students on 
the task ahead: the college journey. 
"NEWEST POETS, THERE IS A WORLD 
OUT THERE THAT NEEDS YOUR 
INTELLIGENCE [AND] YOUR 
COMMITMENT. FOR THE SAKE OF 
ALL OF OUR FUTURES, SEIZE EVERY 
OPPORTUNITY THAT THIS FANTASTIC 
COLLEGE WILL PROVIDE, AND TAKE 
GREAT LEAPS INTO THE DARK TO 
YOUR SUCCESS." 
An optimistic Eric Rivera '08, instigator of 
Whittier Weekend's "Hugfest," attempts to 
break a world record for hugging the most 
people in one hour. Not for lack of plan-
ning, intensity, or enthusiasm, Rivera fell 
short of the record by about 100 hugs. 
"I'M IN IT TO WIN IT; I CAN TOTALLY 
BREAK THIS RECORD." 
Studying abroad in South Africa, Pickering 
Fellow Amanda Hope '08 writes a letter to 
the QC editor in response to an article on 
racial classification. 
"AS A BLACK WOMAN, I TEND TO FEEL 
AS THOUGH MY HISTORY AND MY 
HERITAGE ARE ALWAYS TAUGHT BY 
THOSE WHO DO NOT SHARE MY 
HERITAGE ... FYI, LET IT BE KNOWN 
THAT AFRICAN AMERICAN IS NOT A 
















>> IN 1979, SCI-FI LEGEND RAY BRADBURY RECEIVED AN HONORARY 
DOCTORATE OF LITERATURE FROM WHITTIER COLLEGE. 
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V REPORTING LIVE. Speaking at the annual 
Whittier Scholars retreat, author, Peabody 
Award-winning NPR correspondent, and 
Quaker Scott Simon shared experiences 
from his work as a journalist in war-torn 
countries—some of which served as the 
basis for the book Pretty Birds. 
V MONEY TALKS. Among the 
alumni guest speakers in 
Prof. Charles Lame's popular, 
January accounting class 
were Amenpnse financial 
advisor Amber (Morgan) 
Robinson '01 (pictured); 
Vince Daigneault '85, 
VP for Smith Barney; and 
Jeff Ball '89, president of 
Friendly Hilts Bank. 
BEACH BUDDIES. 
On one of several service projects 
coordinated by the Office of Student 
Activities, more than 30 student 
volunteers headed to nearby Huntington 
Beach to participate in a full day of 
community cleanup. 
A PRIZE ABOVE RUBIES. Participating in this 
year's SportsFest, "Quest for the Booty," 
student teams banded together—literally—to 
compete in themed-challenges for the prized 
title of SportsFest champions. 
Angetie Montesa '09, second-place winner 
in the Martin Luther King, Jr. Oratorical 
Contest, describes how a visit to Morroco 
significantly changed her perspective. 
"SINCERE COMPASSION REQUIRES MORE 
THAN THE FACADE OF HANDING OUT 
MONEY AND FOOD TO THOSE WHO 
NEED IT. IT REQUIRES DEEP EMPATHY 
AND UNDERSTANDING; A STRONG 
VOICE AND AUDACITY; GOOD WILL 
AND CHARACTER." 
In a QC article, Alex Taltrida '10 shares 
his personal reasons for joining Whittier's 
popular new ballroom dance club. To date, 
the club has attracted about 60 members. 
"EVERYONE WANTS TO KNOW HOW TO 
DANCE. I NEED TO LEARN THIS. I'M 
TIRED OF HAVING TWO LEFT FEET." 
LEGEND OF THE FALL. 
Scion of the sci-fi novel Ray Bradbury 
headlined this faLl's Whittier College 
Writers Festival, offering quirky insight 
and career anecdotes in an interview 
conducted by Prof. Dave Paddy. 
Josh Wood '10, QC news editor, recalls 
moments from his night as a "seat-filler" 
at the 2008 Grammy Awards ceremony in 
February. Wood wound up sitting in the 
third row from the stage. 
"1 LOOKED LEFT AND AWKWARDLY 
SMILED AT CHRIS DAUGHTRY... 
I WAS BREATHING THE SAME AIR 
AS KID ROCK AND CASTING A 
SHADOW OVER JAY-Z, SOLANGE, 
AND MATTHEW KNOWLES." 
In a guest column, ASWC president 
Adam Steinbaugh '08 addresses the open 
controversy among students and some 
alumni that surrounded the crowning of a 
woman with the "Mr. Whittier" title at this 
year's Homecoming. 
"IT IS APPARENT OUR STUDENTS ARE 
OPEN TO IDEAS THAT CHALLENGE 
TRADITIONAL VIEWS, AND THAT OUR 
ALUMNI RESPECT THE CHALLENGES 
STUDENTS RAISE." 
>> ""THERE IS NO ISSUE TOO HOT FOR THE QUAKER CAMPUS, REGARDLESS OF THE 
CONSEQUENCES." -PAUL SMITH, WHITTIER COLLEGE PRESIDENT, 1955. 
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A POSITIVE TURNAROUND 
SOCIETIES REGROUP, REGROW IN 2008 
















SHARP-DRESSED MEN. The brotherhood of the Penns 
close of the January convocation. 
ROCK SOLID. Ionian sisters proudly exhibit 
their colors on the Rock: red, black, and gold. 
This January also marks the third time 
that the [elected] Associated Students 
of Whittier College president is a society 
member; Lancer Dan Strauss '09, now in the 
Leadership position, followed Sachsen Adam 
Steinbaugh '08 and Palmer Bobbie Roy '07. 
OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS, societies have 
been growing both in number and presence 
on campus. This January, there were 157 
bid requests and 95 bid acceptances, the 
highest in five years. In the end, a total of 
80 were inducted. 
The society program has been slowly 
building momentum, which could be attrib-
uted to the college's continuing interactive 
efforts to help strengthen societies. "For so 
many years societies were left on their own, 
but for the last couple of years, we have 
really paid greater attention to the kind 
of products we offer to the students and 
community," said Andre Coleman [associate 
dean of students]. 
This year is also the third year that the 
freshman class president decided to pledge. 
"For so many years, people saw only 
the negative parts of what societies were 
doing," Coleman said. "We've done a good 
job of communicating the good that we do 
and the value we add to the community. 
We're getting back to the place where we 
are highly involved on campus." 
With regard to the Lancers and 
Orthogonians, who lost their pledge class last 
year due to declining interest and commit-
ment, Coleman had this to say: "[All] the 
male societies have struggled; this is the first 
year I think they've done some real soul-
searching to re-examine what they do. They've 
changed how they identify a young man they 
want to join, how they prepare their pledges, 
and how they implement their program." 
The Franklins, who returned this year, 
also have a re-worked pledging program. 
The [organization's] campus suspension was 
intended to last until January 2009; however, 
the suspension was cut short. 
The only active member, Ryan 
Forrester '08, has felt the pressure of revital-
izing the Franklin Society on campus. "It's 
been tough, but I've had a lot of alumni sup-
port," he said. He added that with the new 
pledge class coming in, the old stereotypes 
of the Franklins should be buried. 
"It's unfair to put a label on these guys. 
They can make their own image of what 
the Franklins should be. And I think these 
guys will do fine. We now have a struc-
tured program about brotherhood, but also 
about communication. [I'm assured they'll] 
continue our traditions and maintain our 
society. And I will always be there to support 
them—and so will our alumni." 
As to these revised pledge programs, 
Coleman feels a greater confidence overall 
and in the students responsible for the 
activities and operations. He notes that  
the goal of the program is to both team-
build and teach society history, but also to 
"instill key values and virtues." 
The pledge activities, he says, then 
reinforce these goals. 
"I'm really proud of the changes the 
societies have gone through over the last 
year, particularly their willingness to embrace 
those changes," says Coleman. "When we've 
pushed the bar higher, the society leader-
ship said, 'All right, we'll do it Last year, we 
raised the minimum GPA, and we have no 
one who hasn't [met that standard]. 
"1 respect the commitment and hard 
work of both the members and the society 
Leadership, and I couldn't be happier'with 
how it's now paying off for them." 
Editor's Note: This excerpted article was 
first published in student newspaper, the 
Quaker Campus (1/17/08), researched and 
written by news editor Josh Wood. Minor 
modifications have been made to the original 
text by The Rock staff far both clarity and 
space considerations. 
>> IN 1969, THE LANCER'S MONA KAI DANCE WAS RATED AMONG THE 
TOP 10 COLLEGE PARTIES BY PLAYBOY MAGAZINE. 
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This year, 80 new members were inducted 
into one of the 10 active societies, with the 
largest number of pledges joining the Mets, 
followed by the Sachsens and Thalians. 












































THROUGHOUT THE DECADES, the Os have 
been stereotyped as the "athletes"—though 
not without good reason. The very founding 
membership included a number of Poet com-
petitors from football, baseball, and track. 
It was fitting, therefore, to schedule a 
homecoming around a pigskin match up. 
One of the most active alumni 
societies, the Orthogonians have made 
a practice of staying united, whether 
gathering for a summer mini-reunion or 
for a local golf tournament. And early this 
fall, they returned en masse to campus 
for a reunion tailgate party preceding the 
season's opening Poet football game in 
Memorial Stadium. 
In all, more than 90 Os attended, 
ranging in class years from 1940 to 2007; 
they were joined by current members, many 
of whom agreed that the gathering was 
an overwhelming reminder of the brother-
hood and support that extends far past the 
Whittier campus. For some alumni, it was 
their first visit to campus in decades. 
During the tailgate, featured speaker 
Jack Mete '43 shared a few memories of his 
own days playing for the Poets and talked 
about how being involved both with the 
society and with the Poet athletics program 
had a significant, positive impact on his life. 
Moving into the stadium for the Poets' 
game against familiar foe Pomona-Pitzer, the 
tailgaters watched as Orthogonian repre- 
sentatives Mete and Bill Harris '55 headed 
onto the field with the team captains for the 
pre-game coin-toss—Mete and Harris each 
sporting a team jersey representing their 
respective class year, a visual reminder of how 
Long this society has been connected with the 
Whither sports program and its legacy. 
TOGETHER, AS ONE. 67 years-worth of Os reunited and 
made new acquaintances at the September tailgate. 
Also in attendance were a significant number of 0 
wives—many of whom are also society alumnae. 
Perhaps the most memorable and 
moving moment, however, came at half-
time, when the Os were formally recognized 
by the Athletics Department and took the 
field amid a swell of cheers and applause. 
As to the possibility for a repeat campus 
reunion, with the Os or with other societies 
closely connected with the sports program, 
Athletic Director Rob Coleman said, "This was 
such a successful event and brought back so 
many former athletes, that there's no doubt 
we'd like to plan another similar event. It's 
about reconnecting our alumni both with 
the program and with our current athletes. 
Their legacy and their support are really the 
backbone for Poet athletics, and I think all 
our athletes respect that, particularly when 
they look up into the stands and literally see 
history cheering them on." 
Os COME HOME 
FOOTBALL TAILGATE RETURNS 90 TO CAMPUS 
>> SOCIETIES ONCE SANCTIONED BY THE COLLEGE, BUT WHICH LATER FELL INTO MEMBERSHIP 




Charles Lame (Left), and Gustavo Geirola. 
,IANTERM IN SAN MIGUEL DE 
"POETRY 
By Prof. Tony Barnstone 
TAKING A SEAT 














During this year's January Interim, four Whittier 
College students accompanied me to San Miguel 
de Allende, Mexico, to study poetry with some 
of the world's most distinguished writers. The 
students attended workshops at the San Miguel 
Poetry Week, where I was a faculty member. In 
addition to attending my sessions, they took 
workshops from the distinguished American poets 
C.K. Williams (winner of the Pulitzer Prize and 
the National Book Award) and Reginald Gibbons; 
from the British poet, screenwriter, and opera 
writer David Harsent; and from novelist and poet 
Jennifer Clement. The students both socialized 
and worked closely with the faculty and fellow 
Poetry Week attendees, creating a real experience 
of cultural and creative immersion. 
Class took place every morning, after which 
students were free to work on their writing and 
to explore the beautiful mountain town of San 
Miguel, with its colonial-era downtown and its 
gorgeous, ochre, yellow and red-painted houses. 
Each night after dinner there was a reading by 
one of the distinguished faculty members, and 
on the last night, students and faculty read their 
poems together at Bellas Artes, San Miguel's 
stunning Fine Arts Institute. In addition to 
working on their poetry, the students joined me 
for trips to the local crafts market, the natural 
hot springs, to a local funk bar, and to some 
absolutely terrific restaurants. 
At the close of the week in San Miguel, the 
students returned to Whittier to finish the semes-
ter studying with poet Mariano Zaro. 
Participants in the San Miguel Poetry Week 
ranged from age 40 to age 70, but without excep-
tion they were delighted to have the fresh energy 
and insight that the Whittier students brought 
to the program. We hope that it will be possible 
to repeat the experience in the future, and we 
extend sincere gratitude to Whittier alumnus 
Louis Vogt, whose generous gift made the 
excursion possible this year! 
ADDING TO THE 12 EXISTING 
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSORSHIPS, 
this winter saw two more Whittier faculty 
appointed to newly established chairs. 
Charles Lame was named the John A. 
Murdy Chair in Business Administration, 
and Gustavo Geirola was awarded the 
Hazel Cooper Jordan Chair in the Arts 
and Humanities. 
Endowed through a generous gift 
from trustee and alumna Maxine (Murdy) 
Trotter '47 and husband George Trotter, 
the Murdy Chair was created to honor two 
members of the Murdy family: California 
State Senator John A. Murdy and alumnus 
John Murdy III '50, Maxine's father and 
brother, respectively. Both male Murdys 
also served on the Whittier College Board 
of Trustees. 
Intended for a professor who epito-
mizes dedication and scholarship in 
the field of business administration, 
the inaugural Murdy Chair went to 
Charles "Chuck" Lame, a member of the 
Whittier faculty for more than 30 years. 
Currently. Lame teaches courses in 
finance, economics, and business, 
and frequently arranges alumni guest 
lecturers—those who have gone on to  
successful careers in the field—to meet 
with students, provide real-world sce-
narios to contextualize complex economic 
and financial models, and offer networking 
and mentorship opportunities. 
The result of a legacy gift made by 
alumni Olive (Jordan) '44 and Chester 
McCloskey '40, the Jordan Chair is named 
in honor of Olive's mother—herself a 
Whittier alumna from the Class of 1912. 
While an undergraduate. Hazel Cooper 
Jordan pursued a degree in German and 
had an abiding interest in language and 
the humanities. Throughout her life, she 
remained an active and devoted learner 
and a proud Whittier alumna, encourag-
ing her own daughter to attend. 
The Jordan Chair is designated for a 
faculty member in the arts or humanities 
who embodies that devotion, is an inspi-
rational teacher and committed member 
of the Whittier College community, and 
who has made critical contributions in 
scholarship and research. Gustavo "Gus" 
Geirola, professor of Spanish, has been 
awarded the inaugural Jordan Chair. 
A Whittier professor since 1995. 
Geirola's areas of research focus on 
Peninsular and Latin American litera-
ture and culture, as well as theatre and 
cinema. The recipient of three National 
Endowment for the Humanities grants, 
Geirola has authored essays in both 
Spanish and English published in the 
United States, Spain, Mexico. Chile. and 
Argentina. In addition, he is an avid 
dramatist and theatre director whose 
works have been produced in Argentina 
and the United States. 
>> IN 1934, THE FACULTY NUMBERED 40, 10 OF WHOM HELD DOCTORATES. IN 2008, 
THE FULL-TIME FACULTY NUMBER 87,87 OF WHOM HOLD TERMINAL DEGREES. 
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VOICE OF EXPERIENCE 
UWAITI SCHOLAR OFFERS INSIGHT TO WHITTIER COMMUNITY 
JOINING THE WHITTIER COMMUNITY this spring was feminist Middle Eastern scholar Alanoud Al-Sharekh, 
a visiting Fulbright professor. 
Head of the humanities department at the Arab Open University in Kuwait, Al-Sharekh holds a degree in 
comparative feminism and literature from the School of Oriental and African Studies, London University. 
While at Whittier, she lectured in a number of interdisciplinary courses, as well as co-taught a course on 
Gender and Islam with Marilyn Gottschal[, the C. Milo Connick Professor of Religious Studies. 
Al-Sharekh shared her experience and scholarship on Islam and gender politics of the Middle East with 
the campus. In particular, she lamented the media's tendency to misinterpret events in the region— 
especially when it relates to women. 
"Yes, there are unfortunate things that 
happen, but what is being shown is the 'Jerry 
Springer' tip," she said, her exasperation clear. 
Taking this opportunity to teach and live 
among students at an American college campus, 
then, Al-Sharekh approached the subject rather 
differently than the one-note media. As she put 
it, "1 believe [for some journalists] it is far more 
interesting to examine what makes us different, 














FEATURING GLENN PINER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS. 
Piner is the recipient of a National Science Foundation multi-year grant 
to continue his study of a large survey of blazars, the extremely active 
regions surrounding massive black holes at the centers of distant galaxies. 
To analyze these astronomical objects, Piner uses the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory's Very Long Baseline Array, a system of 10 
interconnected radio-telescope antennas spanning the United States. 
1. WHEN DID YOU BECOME INTERESTED 
IN ASTRONOMY? 
Since I was a kid, but I never really consid-
ered pursuing a career in the field. I was 
actually an English major my first year in 
college. I changed to an astronomy major 
my second year, and Eater added a double-
major in physics. 
2. WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO FOCUS YOUR 
RESEARCH ON QUASARS AND BLAZARS? 
These are the most energetic objects in the 
universe, releasing as much energy as ten 
trillion suns and generating energy by the 
infali of matter onto massive black holes. 
Fundamentally, this is different way of 
producing energy than that employed by 
stars, and comparatively, our understanding 
of the physics, of how these objects work, 
is still limited. 
3. WHY IS THE STUDY OF QUASARS 
AND RELATED INTERSTELLAR 
PHENOMENON IMPORTANT? 
It allows us to investigate physics in 
extreme environments that are completely 
unreachable by physics labs on Earth. 
Nowhere else can you investigate the 
behavior of matter so close to the edge of 
black holes. When physics under extreme 
conditions is explored like this, new facts 
about nature are often discovered that may 
have completely unexpected benefits. 
4. ULTIMATELY, WHAT IMPACT DO YOU 
EXPECT YOUR RESEARCH WILL HAVE? 
Currently, I'm working to measure the 
physical conditions in quasars and bLazars 
as close to the central black hole as modern 
astronomical techniques can possibly push. 
This should Lead to a much improved under-
standing of the physical conditions and 
dynamics of material in the central regions 
over the next few years. 
5. HOW ARE WHITTIER STUDENTS 
INVOLVED IN YOUR RESEARCH? 
So far, a total of nine students have 
participated in my research program, 
involved with the calibration, imaging, and 
subsequent analysis of the radio telescope 
data; working on mathematical models of 
quasars to compare with observational data; 
and co-authoring papers or presenting at 
professional conferences. 
>> IN 1959, SCIENCE PROFESSOR DAVID BENDER WAS RETAINED AS A CONSULTANT 
















Endi Poskovic aLso 
recently received 
a grant from the 
Durfee Foundation, 
which will be 
used to support a 
comprehensive solo 
show of 71 of his 
works in Belgium 
Later this year. 
J OYC  I). h.\HfM AN 
FACULTY TRAVELS, PUBLISHING, AND AWARDS 
ONWARD & UPWARD 
10, His research focus on Burmese religious 
practice, Assistant Professor of Religious 
Studies Jason Carbine was invited 
to give a talk at the UCLA Center for 
Buddhist Studies in February; Carbine's 
presentation centered on "The Shwegyin 
Religious World: Continuity, Rupture, and 
Political Change in Myanmar." In March, 
he organized an event on the Whittier 
campus to raise awareness—"Burma: The 
Struggle for Freedom"—which featured 
an open forum with a Burmese freedom 
activist, a documentary on the current 
political situation, and a special cultural 
presentation by monks from the local 
Buddhist Temple. 
- 
%razno le had u svijetu Sat eta Zeca psstai*. 
' Associate Professor of Art Endi Poskovic 
was featured in Slobodna Bosna, the 
Largest weekly tabloid magazine in 
Bosnia, equivalent to America's Newsweek. 
The three-page article profiled his art, 
teaching, life, and career in his adopted 
country, the United States, and how 
it all began in the Socialist Federative 
Republic of Bosnia (then Yugoslavia). 
10, Assistant Professor of Theatre 
Gil Gonzalez served as an area 
coordinator for the Kennedy Center 
American College Theatre Festival, which 
includes participation in the Region VIII 
Governing Board. This group, composed 
of faculty members from participating 
institutions within the region (California, 
Arizona, Utah, Nevada, Hawaii, Guam, 
and American Samoa), selects plays that 
will participate at the regional festival 
each year. Additionally at the festival, 
he was a preliminary round judge for 
the Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship 
competition, a semi-final round 
respondent for the Irene Ryan Auditions, 
and a workshop presenter. 
10- Published by Lexington Press and co-
authored with Kristen Williams of Clark 
University, Professor of Political Science 
Joyce Kaufman's most recent work, 
Women, the State and War: A Comparative 
Perspective of Citizenship and Nationalism, 
Looks at the intersection of gender, 
citizenship, and nationalism; marriage, 
intermarriage, and how states gender 
that relationship; and the ways in which 
women are used as symbols to reinforce 
or further nationalistic goals. Following 
the book's release, Cynthia Enloe and V. 
Spike Peterson, two of the biggest names 
in the field of feminist international 
politics, each offered their endorsement, 
calling the comparative study a "superb 
combination of IR theory and careful 
case studies" 
	
WOMEN, THE STATE, 





00- Robert Marks, 
Richard & Billie 
Diehl Distinguished 
Professor of History, 
was invited by the 
Norweigian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
to present a "salon" centered around 
ideas expressed in his book, The Origins 
of the Modern World: A Global and 
Ecological Narrative from the Fifteenth 
to the Twenty-First Century—a text used 
in more than 600 American colleges 
and universities and printed in several 
Languages. Marks' November presentation 
was part of a broad public discussion in 
Norway about the country's relationship 
to the forces of "globalization." This 
is the second, international ,broadcast 
interview Marks has been invited to 
give of late; the first was with Swedish 
public television, for a six-part series on 
globalization. While in Oslo, Marks was 
also interviewed by two news organiza-
tions, one a weekly like Newsweek and 
the other a daily literary paper. He also 
presented two lectures at the University 
of Bergen, one based on Origins, and the 
other on another of his books, Tigers, 
Rice, Silk and Silt: Environment and 
Economy in Late Imperial South China. 
Mariano Zaro, the 2007-08 Irvine Fellow 
in Spanish at Whittier College, partici-
pated in an expert roundtable on the 
impact of the Spanish language on the 
United States in terms of media and 
mundane usage, as well as quality of 
spoken word. Other panelists included 
former vice president of Univision Jorge 
Mettey and Orange County Weekly col-
umnist Gustavo Arellano. Sponsored by 
ImpreMedia and BBC Mundo, the event 
was broadcast online. 
>> 26°Io OF ALL FACULTY IN 2007-08 IDENTIFY AS PEOPLE OF COLOR, 
AN 8°Io INCREASE OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS. 
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GOOD CHEMISTRY 




"MUSIC FROM THE SHADOWLANDS,"  a concert featuring 
original works by composer and associate professor of 
music Teresa LeVelle, hit venues in both coasts in Late 
January. First stop on the "mini-tour" was Whittier's own 
Shannon Center, next was Pepperdine University, and 
Last—the piece de resistance—was Carnegie HaLl's Weill 
Recital Hall in New York City. 
The musical program featured several selections from 
LeVelle's critically acclaimed debut CD, The Shadowlands, 
including three new works for violin and piano, for 
flute, and for piano. Musicians performing in the trio 
of concerts included two other familiar Whittier music 
faculty: three-time Grammy-winning flautist Danny 
Lozano and pianist Stephen Cook. 
Describing the inspiration for her Latest creative 
works, which have been called "inventive," "bright" and 
"atmospherically effective" by critics, Levelle said, "As a 
child of the prairie, my music has developed with a sense 
of proportion and silence influenced by a primordial 
connection to the land. One cannot Live on and from 
the land without acknowledging the many moods—
from fiercely violent to gently calm—the wind creates 
on the prairie. 
"My musical 'voice' is that of the land. My 
interpretation of music unfolding through time 
comes from this experience." 
At each location, the tour drew a significant crowd 
of music-lovers, including a special alumni contingent 
who attended the Carnegie concert. 
Left to right: Danny Lozano, Theresa LeVetle, Stephen Cook. 
A GIFT OF $3 MILLION was made to 
Whittier College by married alumni 
Chester and Olive McCloskey, Class 
of 1940 and 1944, respectively, to 
establish an endowed professorship 
in the College's chemistry department. 
The Chester and Olive McCloskey Chair 
in Chemistry is intended for a faculty 
member who embodies inspirational 
and dedicated teaching in the sciences. 
The McCloskeys called the gift "a 
long time in the making," referring to 
their more than seven-decade history 
with Whittier College, and their long-
standing desire to make what they 
perceived as a "transformational" gift—
specifically to the chemistry program. 
After earning multiple degrees in 
the sciences from Whittier and the 
University of Iowa, and a subsequent 
stint teaching at Caltech, Chet McCloskey 
founded chemical manufacturing com-
pany Norac, Inc. in 1953, establishing 
headquarters in nearby Azusa. Over 
the next several years, McCloskey  
led research and development efforts 
to significantly improve targeted 
chemical manufacturing processes 
related to ketone peroxides; as a result, 
he holds several patents, and his 
company is the leading supplier for 
ketone peroxides in North America. In 
the 1960s, McCloskey expanded the 
business, acquiring a metallic stearate 
manufacturing company, and creating 
subsidiary Norac Pharma, which focuses 
on the development of new chemistry 
technology for potential prescription 
drug applications. Today, Norac, Inc. 
has plants in California, Arkansas, 
and Sweden. 
Herself a "legacy" alumna—her 
mother graduated from Whittier in 
1912—Olive (Jordan) McCloskey earned 
her bachelor's degree in home eco-
nomics, and has actively been involved 
in the College's alumni organizations 
throughout the last 60 years. 
The McCloskeys have expressed 
their hope that this gift may inspire 
others to make similar, significant 
investment into the academic programs 
at Whittier College, ensuring a continu-
ation of the quality experience that both 
of them found here as undergraduates. 
The announcement was made during 
a fall alumni gathering—to which "Chet" 
McCloskey proudly wore his 1940s 
Whittier College letterman sweater. 
>> "IN THE WHITTIER VIEW, THERE IS NO NECESSARY CONFLICT BETWEEN GOOD TEACHING 
AND PURPOSEFUL RESEARCH." -PRESIDENT PAUL SMITH, C. 1960. 
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DETERMINATION. Do-
Despite 3:1 odds 
across the net, 
Shanell McMillan '08 
moves in for the kilt. 
  
DRIVE. 
Capturing a pass, midfielder 
Andrea Smith '11 works to 
keep the ball in play and her 






FALL & WINTER SPORTS RECAP 
   
The women's and men's 
cross country teams con-
tinued to rebuild in 2007, 
finishing sixth and seventh in 
SCIAC, respectively. 
All-West Region and All-
SCIAC runner Darlene Partida 
10, this season's standout, 
finishing in third place at 
the SCIAC Championships 
and 18th place at the 
West Regionals. 
On the men's side, new-
comers Thomas Martinez '11 
and Bryce Holewinski '11 led 
the Poets all season long and 
are expected to provide a solid 
foundation for their team over 
the next three years. 
Whittier College football enjoyed its 
greatest success in seven seasons, ending 
with an overall 4-5 record and placing 
fourth in SCIAC with a 3-3 record. The 
year's pinnacle came in the final game 
of the year, as the Poets won back "The 
Claxton Shoes" in a thrilling 67-61 vic-
tory over Occidental College. 
After losing their first game the Poets 
won over non-conference foe University 
of Puget Sound (28-26) and the SCIAC 
opener against Pomona-Pitzer (28-7). 
Sandwiched between tough losses to Cal 
Lutheran and Chapman, and Claremont 
and Redlands, the Poets enjoyed a 
victory over La Verne (31-28). But the 
triumph over rival Occidental justifiably 
reconciled the season for the Poet 
players and coaches—as well as the 
several alumni athletes who attended. 
	* 
Women's soccer had a rebuilding year 
under first-year head coach, Nicole 
Gervais. Despite a frustrating winless 
season, the Poets showed improvement 
and developed some young talent, 
notably Ameshia Hamlet '11, who 
earned SCIAC honors. 
A PURPOSE. The moment before the snap, 
the Poets offensive line is poised to 
spring at visiting Pomona-Pitzer. 
Men's soccer suffered a difficult sea-
son, losing seven games by a single goal. 
Finishing 2-15-1 overall and 2-11-1 
in conference play (seventh in SCIAC), 
the team's biggest challenge came in 
a roster deficit in terms of experience: 
nearly one-half of this Poet team was in 
its freshman year. 
Season highlights included games 
against Pomona-Pitzer and seven-time 
conference champion University of 
Redlands. Facing the Sagehens, the Poets 
commanded the field as a visiting team  
and won (for the first time since 19951; 
then back home, tied 2-2 after a double 
overtime. At home against the Bulldogs, 
Whittier held Redlands to a no-score 
through half-time, but eventually lost 
by one goal. Repeating the match as 
visitors, Whittier valiantly held onto 
a 1-1 tie at half-time, but finally fell 
to Redlands. 
	* 
Women's volleyball completed its sea-
son with a record of 5-19 overall and 3-11 
in SCIAC, placing seventh in conference. 
The team did show improvement in con-
sistency, in large part due to first-year 
Head Coach Ali Oliver, whose own drive 
and team drills helped fuse the players 
on the court. 
	* 
With just nine players on their roster, 
men's water polo finished sixth in the 
SCIAC with a 3-7 record, and a 9-20 
overall record. 
In a schedule littered with Division 
I opponents, the Poets picked up big 
wins over Cal State Fullerton, Chapman 
University, and Cal State Maritime before 
starting conference play, followed by 
SCIAC wins over La Verne and Caltech 
(twice). 
Goalie Matt Brammer '10 finished the 
season with the third highest save total 
in collegiate water polo with 306 saves; 
he also led the team with 53 steals for 
the 2007 season. Chris Villanueva '09 
placed sixth in the country with 83 goals, 




Partida '10 goes the 
distance at the SCIAC 
Championships in La 
Mirada Park. 
>> STAY CONNECTED TO POET SPORTS SCORES, GAME SCHEDULES, AND ROAD TRIPS BY 
CHECKING WWW.WCPOETS.COM OR CALLING THE SPORTS HOTLINE, 562.907.4939. 
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I GOAL-ORIENTED. 
Secure with his 
possession of 
the ball, guard 
Bill Ritter '08 is 
unfazed by the 
Pomona defense. 
I CONTROL. 
Frosh player Brenden 
McWalters '11 dribbles 
downfield unchallenged 
during an away game 
in Claremont. 
CONDITIONED. Treading water while 
Looking for an opening to pass is a 
breeze for dual aquatic sport athlete 
Manny Sanchez '08 (swimming and 
water polo). 
on by Laurence Martinez (www.lrmphotos.com) 
Men's basketball finished its 2007-08 
campaign with 14-11, the program's 
best record in five seasons. They just 
missed a spot in the inaugural SCIAC 
Tournament, in fifth place with a 7-7 
conference record (the top four teams 
enter the tournament). 
First up in conference play, Whittier 
knocked off the then-#24 team in the 
nation, Cal Lutheran. A rough patch 
ensued, but big wins over Pomona and 
Caltech got the Poets back on track. At 
home in the Graham Athletics Center, 
Whittier went 6-1 this season. Heading 
into the last five games, the Poets were 
3-6 and in need of some wins. They won 
four of the last five, including the SCIAC 
top-seed Occidental College in front of 
1,500 fans on "PAC the GAC Night". But 
the one loss to Pomona during that stretch 
proved to be costly, and Pomona took the 
fourth and final tournament spot. 
Women's basketball finished fifth in 
the conference with a 7-7 record, also 
just missing out on the SCIAC tourna-
ment. After a slow start, the Poets took 
their first three conference games. With 
a 7-6 conference record heading into 
a must-win game with Occidental, the 
Poets suffered a three-point loss. Coupled 
with a win by Cal Lutheran, Whittier 
was eliminated from the conference 
tournament. They finished the season 
with a 12-13 overall record 
Swimming and diving marked another 
stellar year for three-time All-American 
Manny Sanchez '08 named SCIAC 
Male Swimmer of the Year after winning 
his sixth, seventh, and eighth career 
conference titles. 
At the championships, he broke his 
own record in the 200-yard individual 
medley on his way to winning the event 
with a time of 1:54.13; took his second 
title in the 100-yard breaststroke; and 
finished his weekend with the 200-yard 
breaststroke championship. Over his 
four-year career with the Poets, Sanchez 
has now had a hand in 10 Whittier 
College swimming records. 
In addition to Sanchez's stellar 
showing, Sam Benedum '09 finished 
fourth in the 100-yard breaststroke, 
while Catherine Gouge '08 finished fifth 
in the 100-yard breaststroke and Sara 




FOR THE FALL AND WINTER SPORTS 
SEASONS, 15 POETS EARNED 
RECOGNITION FROM REGIONAL 
AND CONFERENCE ASSOCIATIONS. 
REGIONAL HOP —IRS 
'  All-West Region Cross Country Athlete: 
Darlene Partida '10 
t D31foops.com West Region Rookie of the Year: 
Kourtney Zilbert '11 (forward) 
Western Water Polo Association Athlete of the 
Week: Will Jackson '11 (goalie) 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INTERCOLLEGIATE 
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE HONORS 
MEN'S TEAMS 
Football 
1st Team All-SCIAC: Josh Scurlock '08 (quarter-
back), Daniel Lopez '08 (defensive lineman), 
Arlo Castello '09 (linebacker) 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Shawn Briggs '09 (wide 
receiver), Chris Anderson '08 (offensive lineman/ 
tight end), Jared Izidoro '08 (receiver), 
Sean MacNeil '09 (defensive back/receiver) 
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Josh Scurlock '08 
Water Polo 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Matt Brammer '09 (goalie) 
Soccer 
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Kody Semiriara '08 (defense) 
Swimming & Diving 
SCIAC Athlete of the Year: Manuel Sanchez '08 
Basketball 
1st Team All-SCIAC: Mike Archuletta '09 (forward) 
t  2nd Team All-SCIAC: Jeff McLean '09 (forward) 
WOMEN'S TEAMS 
Cross Country 
1st Team All-SCIAC: Darlene Partida '10 
Soccer 
1st Team All-SCIAC: Ameshia Hamlet '11 
)forward/midfielder) 
Basketball 
'  SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Kourtney Zilbert '11 
(forward) 
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>> THE FIRST GAME PLAYED IN GRAHAM ATHLETIC CENTER WAS A NCAA WEST 
REGIONAL BASKETBALL MATCHUP BETWEEN THE POETS AND HUMBOLT STATE, 




WIN AGAINST OXY MV. 
Poet QB Josh Scurlock 08 ended his Whittier 
College career throwing for seven touchdowns 
and running for another to lead the Poets to 
a 67-61 victory over SCIAC rival, nationally 
ranked #24 Occidental College, in Wallace 
"Chief" Newman Stadium on November 10. 
The win marks the first time the Poets have 
beaten Occidental since 2000, and the highly 
anticipated return of "The Claxton Shoes" to 
their rightful Poet home. 
0 
0 
THE WHITTIER-OCCIDENTAL SPORTS RIVALRY M a 	 HAN 
100 YEARS, BUT THE TANGIBLE TROPHY FOR THE WINNING FOOTBALL TEAM 
JUST TURNED 67. 
The prize that has both sides slugging it out year after year? A pair of mounted, bronzed, 
athletic shoes, artlessly arranged as if just kicked off by a weary player. 
As legend has it, the "Shoes" atone time belonged to—and were very much used by—Whittier 
player Myron Claxton '40. an All-American, all-conference running back. Claxton's consistent 
and superior performance on the field made him a source of worry for the Oxy team, who, in 
1939, determined the best way to up their odds of winning would be to steal Claxton's shoes. 
Unfortunately for the Tigers, Claxton merely altered his footwear—he sported work boots for 
the game—and once again, led Whittier to victory over Oxy, with a stunning 36-0 win. )Not 
to anyone's surprise, Claxton was drafted for the NFL Giants the following year.) 
Following their bitter defeat. Oxy was further debased as Claxton crossed the field and 
reclaimed his shoes—hence, the first time Whittier "brought home the shoes." Thereafter, the 
footwear became a symbol for victory, and in 1946, were effectively preserved in bronze by 
members of the Franklin Society. 
FIRST QUARTER.  The offenses wasted 
no time finding the end-zone as both 
teams scored on their opening possession. 
Occidental had control of the ball first, 
and orchestrated a seven-play, 70-yard 
drive that ended with a 37-yard touchdown 
pass. The Poets rallied, going 78 yards in 
10 plays, ending with Kevin Cullina '08 
catching a 16-yard touchdown pass from 
Scurlock. The extra point was missed, mak-
ing the score 7-6. Whittier took the lead 
on its next possession, Shawn Briggs '08 
catching Scurtock's second touchdown pass 
of the day, this one from eight yards out. 
Scurlock made the two-point conversion 
with a pass to Chris Delgado '11, giving the 
Poets a 14-7 lead. Oxy tied the score at 
the end of the first quarter with a 33-yard 
touchdown pass. 
SECOND QUARTER.  The Poets scored twice 
to start. The first came on an 11-yard 
touchdown pass from Scurlock to Josh 
011ison '11 to take a 21-14 lead. After'the 
Poet defense forced a punt on the Tigers' 
next possession, Scurlock and 011ison 
hooked up on the first play of the drive for 
an 80-yard touchdown pass, extending the 
Lead to 27-14; the extra point was blocked. 
Oxy answered back with two scores of its 
own before the end of the half. The first 
was a 16-yard pass, the second a 34-yard 
>> THE 2007 SEASON'S THREE BEST POET FOOTBALL GAMES HAPPENED 
WHEN THE NUMBER OF SUPPORTERS WAS HIGHEST: ORTHOGONIAN TAILGATE, 
PUGET SOUND TAILGATE, OXY-WHITTIER RIVALRY GAME. 
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4 WINNING IS 
EVERYTHING. 
0B Josh Scurlock 
and Shawn Briggs, 
wide receiver, 
go airborne in 
ceLebration of a 
Poet touchdown. 
UNGING HOME "THE SHOES" 
TISFYING CLOSE FOR POET FOOTBALL 
touchdown reception with 1:13 left in the 
half. The extra point gave Oxy a 28-27 lead 
at the halftime break. 
THIRD QUARTER.  The third quarter 
belonged to Whittier, starting with ORison 
catching his third touchdown pass of the 
day—a 10-yard strike to put the Poets 
back out in front 33-28, though unable 
to secure a two-point conversion. Chris 
Gartrell intercepted his second pass of 
the year on the Tigers' next possession. 
Whittier offense took advantage, 
driving the ball 80 yards on nine plays, 
with Scurlock rushing into the end-zone 
from two-yards out, then completing the 
two-point conversion to put Whittier up 
41-28. Another Oxy three-and-out put the 
ball back in Scurlock's hands, and four 
plays later he found Briggs for a 56-yard 
touchdown reception. Another missed 
extra point kept the score at 47-28. 
FOURTH QUARTER.  The fourth quarter 
saw the two teams combine for 53 points. 
It started with Oxy putting together a 
15-play scoring drive, ending with a one-
yard touchdown run (47-35). Poets taking 
possession, Anthony Pomponio '09 hauled 
72-yards for a touchdown on the first play 
of the drive, putting the Poets back out 
in front by 18 points (53-35). The Tigers 
had the ball, but were blocked when Sean 
MacNeil '09 intercepted a pass and returned 
it 35 yards for another touchdown. Scurlock 
punched in the two-point conversion to 
give Whittier a 61-35 Lead. Three minutes 
later, Occidental scored on a 10-yard touch-
down run. The Poets were able to score 
once more with six minutes left in the 
game, when Scurlock and Briggs connected 
for an 18-yard touchdown pass for what 
appeared to be a comfortable 67-48 lead. 
The Poets defense did its job again, 
forcing a turnover on downs from the 
Tiger offense. Three plays later, however, 
a Whittier fumble gave Occidental great 
field position with 3:12 left in the game. 
Completing a 25-yard touchdown pass, they 
failed to do the same with a two-point 
conversion, leaving the score at 67-48. On 
the kick-off, the Tigers recovered the ball 
and ran in from five yards out. Another 
two-point conversion attempt failed, and 
the score remained 67-54. The Poets offense 
next went three-and-out, giving the ball 
back to Oxy after a punt. Three plays later,  
a 50-yard Tiger touchdown pass, followed by 
the extra point made the score 67-61 with 
23 seconds left in the game. Once again, 
Oxy recovered the on-side kick, giving them 
a chance to win the game in the closing 
moments. Within 10 seconds, the Tigers 
were into Whittier territory and twice threw 
deep passes for the end-zone, but both 
times the Poet defense was able to keep the 
ball out of the hands of Tiger receivers. 
The final whistle blew 3 hours, 40 
minutes after kick-off, with the Poets on 
top, 67-61. 
>> CONCLUDING 35 YEARS COACHING POET TEAMS IN 1964, WALLACE "CHIEF" NEWMAN 
RETIRED, BUT CONTINUED TEACHING AN ACADEMIC COURSE IN INSURANCE. 
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JOSH SCURLOCK '08 
WHITTIER'S QB TACKLES LIFE BEYOND POET PROGRAM 
After four seasons quarterbacking on the Poet field, racking up numerous conference honors, 
and setting single-game records with seven touchdown passes and 443 passing yards 
duringhis final game for Whittier, Josh Scurlock '08 actually outdid himself. In January, after only 
three-and-half years, he completed his degree in kinesiology, with a minor in chemistry. While 
he applies to medical school with the intention of becoming an orthopedic surgeon, Scurlock will 
bean a five-month stint playing football for a team in Sweden. Before he left however. The Rock 





















YOU'VE BEEN WITH THE POET FOOTBALL 
PROGRAM FOR FOUR YEARS; WHAT KIND OF 
CHANGES HAVE YOU SEEN WITHIN THE TEAM? 
My freshman year the program was in 
complete rebuilding mode and had lots 
of challenges to get by. By the end of 
my senior year. though, I felt we were 
serious contenders in the conference. 
YOU'VE PROVEN YOURSELF AS A SUCCESSFUL 
ATHLETE AND A SUCCESSFUL SCHOLAR. 
WHAT'S YOUR ADVICE TO OTHERS JUGGLING 
DIFFICULT ACADEMIC PROGRAMS WITH 
SPORTS COMMITMENTS? 
The same diligence and dedication shown 
on the athletic field should be transferred 
into the classroom. 
YOU'VE SAID YOUR GOAL IS TO BECOME AN 
ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON. DO YOU THINK THAT 
YOUR HISTORY AS AN ATHLETE WILL POSITIVELY 
IMPACT YOUR CAREER IN SPORTS MEDICINE? 
I feel that working specifically with sports 
injuries, I'll be able to relate to athletes 
on a more direct level. I also believe I will 
feel a strong sense of accomplishment 
getting them back on the field. 
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ABOUT NEXT 
YEAR'S FOOTBALL PROGRAM? 
[Coach Hammer and the staff] are recruit-
ing a lot of kids who are at Whittier for 
the right reasons, and who are willing 
to follow the example being set by the 
upper-classmen. These are the kind of 
conditions that will ultimately create a 
consistent, winning program. 
FAVORITE FOOTBALL MOVIE? 
"Rudy." Being a short quarterback, I felt as 
though I always had something to prove 
on and off the field as to why I deserved to 
be there. I hope I proved it. (Editor's Note: 
Scurlock is reportedly 5'11 ' 190 lbs.) 
BEST OR MOST MEMORABLE GAME OF YOUR 
WHITTIER CAREER? 
Absolutely the win over Occidental this 
season. When you win a rivalry game, 
you feel like part of something bigger. 
We have a lot of alumni that had been 
waiting for that win for some years 
now. I felt as though it finished up what 
I was trying to accomplish all along at 
Whittier—to make Whittier a respected 
football program again. 
FIELD OF 
DREAMS 
OVER SUMMER, WALLACE "CHIEF" 
NEWMAN FIELD will get a veritabl-
face-lift, when the natural grass iH 
removed and a state-of-the-art, artificia 
turf field is installed. 
The decision to replace the fiele 
with synthetic materials has been on - 
of the primary goals within the athleti 
department over the last two years 
according to Athletic Director Ho. 
Coleman. The benefit, he says, is a sig 
nificant reduction in the risk of playe 
injury, lower long-term maintenanc 
costs and annual upkeep, and a 
exponential increase in usability. 
"Each year, we're severely limited i 
the types of activities we can allow o 
the field, because the damage over tim 
to the natural terrain—highly notice 
able even just following the footbal 
season—is prohibitive. What this ha 
meant is that we've not been able to 
establish a viable intramural program 
and we've lost revenue on local are. 
sports programs that would other 
wise rent our field in the off-season fo 
clinics and special events. 
"I fully expect that with the instal 
lation of this new field, we'll see 
remarkable spike in our own non 
competitive sports offerings and hi 
close to full occupancy in annua 
usage," Coleman added. 
Work on the new field is slated to 
begin the day following Commencement 
completing in time for the first day o 
Poet football training camp in August 
With nearly $1.2 million raised for a $1. 
million project, leadership gift suppor 
for the field has come from Poet footbal 
athletes Chester "Chet" McCloskey '4 
and Rayburn S. Dezember '53, along wit 
a generous gift from David Mandarich 
Whittier trustee and parent of lacross 
alumnus Chris Mandarich '97. 
>> THE FIRST, REGULARLY SCHEDULED, INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL PROGRAM 























COACH B.J. HAMMER SETS THE TONE FOR POET FOOTBALL 
The 2007 Poet football season closed out 
with one of the most exciting games on 
record and brought home "The Claxton 
Shoes"from rival Occidental. Here, Head 
Coach B.J. Hammer speculates on the season 
ahead, upcoming challenges, and what the 
jab of coaching means to him. 
WHAT DO YOU PERCEIVE WILL BE THE 
BIGGEST TEAM CHALLENGES FOR THE 
UPCOMING SEASON? 
The biggest challenges for the 2008 season 
will be replacing a few starters, such as 
those vacancies left by graduating seniors 
Josh Scurlock (quarterback) and Chris 
Anderson (center), and seeing who steps up 
in some very important leadership roles. 
The key aspect in replacing start-
ers will be competition. Right now, we 
have a number of players hard at work in 
the weight-room to earn these positions. 
However, I fully anticipate a number of 
players battling to start at fIB and center 
during training camp. 
In terms of upper-classmen leadership, 
we do have eight, strong oft-season cap-
tains, and I'm confident they'll fill any voids 
through the upcoming season. 
YOU MENTION LOSING YOUR GRADUATING 
QB JOSH SCURLOCK, WHO WAS A FOUR-
YEAR PLAYER; WHO DO YOU THINK MIGHT 
REPLACE HIM? 
Replacing Josh will not be easy. We are 
currently counting on two of our return-
ing players to compete for the job, Matt 
Castaneda '11 and Garrett Carr '10. 
Matt backed Josh up Last year and has a 
ton of potential. He's better at passing and 
can run (not as well as Josh, but not many 
can run like Josh). Garrett has a strong arm, 
and he continues to get better. We also have 
a few players that may be able to challenge 
Matt and Garrett during training camp. 
WHO DO YOU CONSIDER "PLAYERS TO 
WATCH" NEXT SEASON? 
There are a few. Wide receiver Shawn 
Briggs '08; he is the best wide-out in the 
SCIAC with 10 TO receptions in 2007. 
Running back Anthony Pomponio '09 is a 
beast in the weight-room and is poised 
for a big senior season. Offensive linemen 
Alex Durazo '10 and James Costancio '10 
both have the potential to be 1st Team 
All-SCIAC. Tight end Chris Delgado '11 and 
wide receiver Josh 011ison '11 both have 
all-conference and all-American potential, as 
do our defense anchors: Brandon Boehm '10, 
Sean MacNeil '09, Steffen Santos '09, and 
Brent "Bugsy" Barstow '09. Also, I think 
the defensive-line will be much improved 
with the return of two-year starter Donovan 
Moloney '09 who is returning from study 
abroad, and with the addition of transfers 
Charles Flemister and Devin Farrow. 
WHAT'S THE STRATEGY FOR THE UPCOMING 
SEASON, AND HOW ARE YOU PREPARING? 
Our plan is to work incredibly hard from 
January through September getting ready 
for our nine-game, regular season sched-
ule. For the players, this means working 
to become a "family," holding each other 
accountable for their work-ethic in the 
weight-room and on the track. Right now, 
they're conditioning four days a week, along 
with "Football Friday" (seven on seven, 
skills development). The coaching staff is 
also monitoring their academics; players 
cannot participate in spring practice if they 
are failing to meet their scholastic goals. 
Then, during late spring and summer, we'll 
review films of last season, attend clinics, 
and coach at a number of summer camps. 
WHAT'S YOUR OWN COACHING STRATEGY? 
First and foremost it revolves around 
recruiting top-quality student athletes. My 





and the saying 
"recruit everyday." 
WHAT DO YOU 
THINK A HEAD 
COACH NEEDS TO 
BE, SAY, OR DO TO 
BE A SUCCESSFUL LEADER? 
The number one thing is to be a servant-
leader, and for me, that means developing 
relationships with my players. When your 
players know that you care about them on 
and off the field, they will play their hearts 
out for you. 
My players know how hard our coaching 
staff works, so they want to do the same. 
We are a big family and the key behind that 
is for each member to know his role in the 
family and to do his job. Football is the 
ultimate team game because everyone 
has a job he must accomplish for the team 
to be successful. I improve as a coach 
everyday on the job; there are so many 
new experiences good and bad that allow 
you to grow. One thing I do every year is 
meet with as many other head coaches as 
possible and listen to their philosophies. 
Not so much x's and o's but more on how 
to run a championship program. 
My ultimate goal is for my players to 
see how the game of football transcends 
their everyday lives—that the lessons they 
learn on the football field can impact how 
they relate to society. They will be better 
Leaders, team players, and they will know 
that to be successful or win, you have to 
work incredibly hard. They will be competi-
tive and driven, and they will always strive 
to keep getting better. 
A OFF SIDES. 
Patrolling the 
sidelines during a 
night game. Head 
Coach Hammer 
carefully watches 
the execution of 
playbook strategies. 
>> IN THREE SEPARATE SEASONS, WHITTIER TEAMS DOMINATED THE CONFERENCE WITH 





By David lyam, Associate Professor of Anthropology 
• ecipient of a Fuibright award to study tribal "fattening" rituals practiced by 
indigenous groups, Prof. lyam spent much of lost year in his native Nigeria, teaching 
at the University of Calabra and traveling the countryside for fieldwork. Here, he 
describes an experience that eloquently illustrates the remarkable growing convergence 
of Third World tradition and Western convention. 
I WAS ALREADY INTO THE FOURTH WEEK of my Fuibright stay in Nigeria when I received a message 
from one of my research assistants reminding me about an upcoming ritual that would signal the 
beginning of the fishing season in the village of Agwagune, in Biase, southeastern Nigeria. 
February usually comes with much antici-
pation, as villagers in Agwagune prepare 
to fish the several surrounding ponds left 
when flooded marshlands dry up under 
the seasonal sun. Before fishing begins, 
however, elderly Agwagune women perform 
a ritual to thank the ancestors, and to call 
on their protection for men and women 
who would spend the next two months 
fishing several ponds. 
When I arrived in Agwagune about 
the end of January, elderly women were 
feverishly mending their fishing skirts and 
hoop nets, accompanying their work with 
melodious songs layered with poignant 
tales recounting the successes of those 
engaged in the previous year's fishing. Some  
men had made enough money to replace old 
mud and thatch houses with new houses of 
cement blocks; others were able to mend 
or replace their thatch roofs. Some were 
able to begin the process of offering initial 
bride wealth for additional wives. And 
a few others, particularly women, made 
enough money to be able to feed everyone, 
including their fathers, brothers, and 
sons. (Agwagune women are almost always 
responsible for feeding everyone related 
to them.) With the rainy season still about 
four months away, women and men eagerly 
awaited the income from fish; for the men, 
part of the income would go a tong way to 
entice women to stay true to their role of 
babysitting the community. 
I awoke one morning to the bullhorn 
of the village town crier, and propped 
myself up to listen to the announce-
ment that followed. A calamitous event 
had taken place during the night, so the 
village chief was summoning everyone 
to the village square. Apparently, while 
everyone slept, some people had surrepti-
tiously fished the sacred pond at which 
the women elders would enact the fishing 
ritual. The less serious consequence of the 
breach was that the thieves had depleted 
the pond of fish only the elderly women 
were supposed to fish. But more serious 
was the allegation that the suspects were 
men; young men who may have committed 
the crime and polluted the pond not 
V TRIBAL TOWN HALL. 
Agwagune men meet 
at the village square 
to hear the case of the 
breached sacred pond. 
A POND DEFILED continued 
ALL'S WELL THAT 
END'S WELL. Following 
a successful arbitration 
of the event, women in 
the village share in a 
communal celebration.  
only by their maleness, but also by the 
possibility that they may have fished 
the pond in their clothes! The Agwagune 
forbid males from fishing the sacred 
pond, and no one gets into the pond with 
clothes on; the old women are believed to 
be totally naked when they perform the 
ritual fishing of the pond. The Agwagune 
faced serious punishment from angry 
ancestors—including definite danger from 
enemy villages that could easily attack 
Agwagune villages now weakened by 
ancestral wrath. There was much appre-
hension as well as excitement as we all 
made our way to the village square. There, 
people gathered in several small groups 
chattering excitedly about the event; a 
few names filtered out of the gatherings—
all of them, the village troublemakers. 
Several people perched on mounds 
that irregularly dotted the perimeter of 
the village square, screaming into cell 
phones and relating the news to worried 
friends and relatives in different Nigerian 
cities. Even as they lack modern ameni- 
ties, many people in Agwagune own cell 
phones, but reception is invariably poor. 
To improve quality, some would perch on 
mounds or sit on low tree branches and 
scream conversations that all the neigh-
bors would share on their way to the farm. 
Travel in and around Agwagune is 
primarily by small canoes during the 
rains, and occasionally on foot or bicycles 
during the dry season. There is no potable 
drinking water; drinking water comes from 
the river or from the reserve of water 
collected in earthen or plastic pots during 
the rainy season. A few people in some of 
the villages, with an average population 
of about 2,500 people, own television sets 
powered by electric power generators. 
Yet, on this morning, as chatter mixed 
with the town crier's announcement and 
the incessant bullhorn, people were 
communicating with friends and relatives 
in the cities on cell phones of different 
configurations. More than a few people 
gathered around some of those talking 
on cell phones and screamed greetings to  
friends and relatives at the other end. The 
atmosphere was quite exciting! 
Before the chief arrived at the village 
square, he sent word that all the lineages 
should consult with their young men to 
flush out the culprits. If he had to have 
the priest perform a séance to identify the 
guilty, the affected lineages faced ritual 
cleansing and steeper fines than tradi-
tion allowed. Many of those gathered at 
the square already knew the culprits; the 
villagers are almost always right in their 
behavioral association psychology. The 
bullhorn sounded several times, and the 
village announcer continued his message 
even as the village square filled with 
people. I found a convenient spot on a 
tree branch and called my wife in Los 
Angeles to tell her what was going on. 
My 18-year-old picked up the phone but 
could not understand why there had to be 
a town meeting "just because some guys 
went fishing." My wife Ruby, however, 
was quite concerned when she heard the 
news; she expressed the hope that all 
our relatives would be okay and, fearing 
the coming consequences, advised that 
I should not linger in the village for too 
Long. I lost the signal on my BlackB'erry 
before I could say goodbye. 
Everyone turned toward the chief as 
he approached the square; the village 
priest walked several feet behind him. 
When the chief took his seat, six young 
men walked into the square. The villagers 
were right; the young men, between 15 
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There was much apprehension as well as excitement as 
we all made our way to the village square. There, people 
gathered in several small groups chattering excitedly 
about the event; a few names filtered out of the gatherings—
all of them, the village troublemakers. 
Agwagune, were the culprits. After the 
young men sullenly confessed to the 
abominable crime, the chief berated them, 
their parents (especially their mothers 
who were responsible for raising them 
with no shred of civility), and the great-
grandfather of one of the culprits, whose 
history of theft the chief elaborately 
retold. He added, however, that the 
wayward great-grandparent used to steal 
from neighboring villages, rather than 
from the Agwagune. 
The priest poured a libation to the 
ancestors and pleaded with them to 
temper their vengeance upon the village. 
Ancestral retribution was inevitable. The 
priest admitted that a few people would 
die, a few women would miscarry, fishing 
would be particularly unproductive, and 
several things would happen that would 
defy rational explanation. Men and women 
occasionally interrupted the libation with 
collective pleas to the ancestors, begging 
that the punishment would not be too 
severe. (In the next several months, the 
Agwagune would, rightfully, attribute 
every stressful event in their villages to 
the violation of the sacred pond.) The 
chief ordered the lineages of the culprits 
to begin cleansing rituals immediately. 
The elders ordered each of the four 
lineages to provide a 12-pack carton of 
large-sized Guinness Stout and a 50-litre 
pot of palm wine to plead with the chief 
and village elders to forgive them. 
Servers poured palm wine and 
Guinness Stout into large goblets and  
mugs, and passed them down the row 
of seated men and standing women, 
beginning with the oldest male present. 
The servers deftly refilled mugs that 
were passed back to them and handed 
drinks to others waiting in line; everyone 
drank from the only six mugs and goblets 
circulating through the gathering. I sat 
under a tree and nursed a large mug of 
palm wine, relishing its potent milky 
content. People gradually migrated away 
from the square—some still gathered in 
small groups discussing the effrontery of 
the thieves, and a few more continued to 
chatter into cell phones. 
As the palm wine got more delicious, 
I started conjuring up images of my 
Whittier College colleagues with whom 
I had team-taught the Introduction to 
Globalization course and wondered how 
they would read the morning's event. I 
also saw the faces of some of the students 
in our classes who would seem bemused 
by all the excitement. Here I was, sitting 
under a baobab tree swiLLing palm wine, 
Large bottles of Guinness Stout littered 
around, and several people screaming into 
Nokia cell phones. As the palm wine in my 
hand hissed its freshness and flies hopped 
on and off the froth for a taste, I was sure 
I was no longer in Los Angeles. I 
V FISHING FOR LUCK. 
Bruhaha ended and 
ancestors appeased (to 
a degree), the pond 
fishing season opens 






Once upon a time, parents dreaded hearing that 
their child planned to pursue a career in the 
arts, envisioning a dark and desperate future 
for their progeny as an "out-of-work actor," a 
"penniless musician," or—heaven forbid—another 
"would-be novelist." 
With a little ingenuity and a solid foundational 
education that emphasizes both interdisciplinary 
study and a healthy dose of analytic thinking, 
college grads like Whittier's are helping to 
redefine what really counts as "the arts" today. 
In fact, these young people have become the new 
breed of "creatives," making their mark, finding 
their own niche, taking risks, and enjoying 
enormous success and personal satisfaction. 
On the following pages, you'll meet five young 
Whittier College alumni who exemplify the 
power of pursuing your passion through 
atypical routes. Only two pursued a degree in 
the traditional arts, but all five have envisioned 
and blazed an independent trail to success. 
The Ideaman & Screenwriter 
IT'S A SIMPLE STORY REALLY. Kid has a brain transplant. 
Transplanted grey matter belonged to cartoonist. Kid now sees 
animated cartoon characters in his everyday world. 
Out of Jimmy's Head on Cartoon Network is born. 
Well—maybe it isn't that common a story, but to someone as 
creative as screenwriter Adam Pava, the world of out-of-this-world 
ideas is a place where he is very much at home. 
Adam and writing partner/co-creator Timothy McKeon came up 
with the idea for the show after the two became fascinated by an 
urban legend that Walt Disney had himself (or his head, depending 
on the story) cryogenically frozen. As Pava says, it was a short 
journey to imagine what could happen to that head. The result of 
this strange leap became Cartoon Network's first ever live-action 
program, interspersed with animation. (The idea was first executed 
in Pava and McKeon's 2006 film Re-Animated, which did so well 
Cartoon Network decided to adapt the film into the series.) 
Adam's career path is one mirrored by many successful writers in 
Hollywood. On leaving Whittier and getting a master's through USC, 
Pava took on a wide variety of jobs and internships. Through these, 
he was able to explore the entertainment industry and build contacts 
that would, eventually, provide him the opportunity to showcase his 
potent imagination and writing skills. From internships on Friends 
and Malcolm in the Middle, to creating jokes for Kermit the Frog, to 
writing on the award-winning Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends, 
Adam worked his way up, gaining a name for himself as a writer with 
a sharp sense of humor. 
"The funny thing" he explains, "is being a screenwriter is not 
glamorous like some people might think. It's a job like any other. It 
can be fun—and it can be taxing." 
Pava's first official writing gig was on the short-lived Clone 
High—a show about a group of high school students cloned from 
famous historical figures. A brilliant and unorthodox basis for a pro-
gram, the concept was also provocative enough to prompt 50 Indian 
lawmakers (unhappy at the idea of the show's cloned Mahatma 
Gandhi character) to go on a hunger strike until Viacom cancelled 
the series. "We made 13 episodes—and five aired. Sadly, mine was 
episode number six." 
A Whittier Scholar and English major, Pava regards his time 
at Whittier as key to his development as a writer. "1 arrived not 
knowing who I was or what I wanted to do. Writing for classes and 
as a columnist for the Quaker Campus—every week having to write 
something funny on a deadline—that really shaped who I am now." 
Pava recalls thriving in fiction writing 
courses where, as he describes it, "1 really 
began to find my voice as a writer, creating 
a body of work which always skewed in a 
decidedly comedic direction." 
And it was one Faculty Master's event 
in particular that he claims put him 
squarely on his career path. 
"Tony Barnstone (professor of English) 
knew some of us were interested in TV 
writing, so he invited Ian Maxtone-Graham, 
one of the writers from The Simpsons, to 
come and speak. We hung out all day, and 
he wrote a sketch and showed us how he 
edited it and punched it up, making it fun-
nier and tighter. Then, when we performed 
it that night—and all I remember was that 
in the sketch Tony and I had to fit in a 
giant shirt together like a man with two 
heads—I thought to myself that writing 
Like this is exactly what I want to be doing 
in my life." 
HEAD GAMES. ' 
Jimmy's Head 
show star Dominic 
James and a few 
of his "imaginary 
friends." Photo 
courtesy of Cartoon 
Network Studios. 
 
ADAM PAVA '99 
Co-creator of Out of Jimmy's Head on Cartoon Network 
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CREATIVE ARTS continued 
The Pop Music Critic 
JOSH DU LAC '93 
Pop music 
critic for The 
Washington Post 
WHO KNEW FORGETTING TO BRING EARPLUGS to a Hannah 
Montana/Miley Cyrus concert could be an occupational hazard? For 
Josh Freedom du Lac, pop music critic for The Washington Post, it's 
just another day on the job. 
Studying business administration at Whittier, du Lac had no idea 
he would wind up in a job where Elton John would caLl him up to 
chat about Brian Wilson. When he graduated in 1993, du Lac's most 
recent experience in music was Limited to the single music theory 
class he took with Danny Lozano. One thing he did have, however, 
was four years experience working on the Quaker Campus, and a 
grounding in journalism built on close discussions of the craft with 
QC advisor Gary Libman '62. 
"I never really had designs on bringing music and journalism 
together," du Lac explains. "1 mean, I loved music... I still do. But 
at the time, I wasn't 'music obsessive: Then when I started writing 
about it, there was definitely a learning curve." 
Three days after graduation, du Lac started a sports-writing 
internship at the Sacramento Bee. But as his three months came to 
an end, the paper gave him a series of extensions, and before Long 
he was regularly writing features. Then, the music critic left. 
"The editors decided the most qualified person to fill the 
vacancy was whoever was the youngest person on the staff, because 
they could 'identify with the music:" So, 14 months out of college, 
du Lac owned the music beat. 
For the next 12 years he wrote about music and popular culture 
for the Bee (interviewing Motown legend Rick James when the 
artist was serving time at FoLson Prison, and getting "cussed out" 
by Eagles bass player Timothy B. Schmit), before being offered the 
position at The Washington Post. 
"I feel like the guy 
who snuck onto 
the field at the All- 
Star game. I'm still 
waiting for security 
to come tackle me 
and lock me up." 
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"Every writer wants to be read, but it 
can also be a little intimidating working 
here as well," he says of his job writing for 
one of the country's top 10 dailies. "I feel 
like the guy who snuck onto the field at the 
ALL-Star game. I'm still waiting for security 
to come tackle me and lock me up." 
While at the Post, du Lac has 
interviewed artists ranging from Smokey 
Robinson to System of a Down, Good 
Charlotte to Brad Paisley, Latin jazz legend 
Sergio Mendes to pop culture curiosity Tila 
TequiLa—in all cases, bringing his insightful 
and humorous descriptive powers to bear. 
Too, as a music critic in the nation's capital, 
he is often at the confluence of national 
politics and pop culture, for example when 
famed investigative journalist Carl Bernstein 
asked du Lac to watch his son's rock 
band perform. 
Though the idea of listening to music 
and writing about it might sound easy, the 
job is anything but simple. The wrath of 
fans is not something to be taken Lightly, 
as he discovered when he compared those 
who enjoy CoLdplay to "medium-level dull 
people" and wrote, "Don't hate James Blunt 
because he's beautiful. Hate him because 
he sounds like his underwear is three sizes 
too small." 
On attending concerts for a living, du 
Lac explains, "It can be fun or it can be 
tedious—amusing or torturous. ActualLy 
the easiest shows to write about are the 
ones you absolutely love or absoLute[y hate. 
There are some moments when I absolutely 
think I have the greatest job in the world. 
"Then at other times you have to do 
stuff like review the Hannah Montana con-
cert, and if you say anything bad, you know 
you're gonna end up in hot water—or hot 
chocolate, as the case may be." • 
ww .dorothyofbz.net 
A TWISTED. 
A new take on the 
Oz Heroine is the 
basis for the graphic 
comic "Dorothy." 




The Comic Book Publisher & Retailer 
Soon after, Warren heard that former Whittier classmate Mark 
Masterson '99 had published a new graphic novel with artist Greg 
Mannino, called Dorothy. 
Investigating, she was amazed by the innovative presentation, 
sensing it was "a completely modern re-imagining of the L. Frank 
Baum story The Wizard of Oz. It was mixed media, with photos and 
computer graphics, beautiful art and beautiful writing. It was obvi-
ous this was definitely going somewhere." 
At the time, Masterson and Mannino were feeling quite over-
whelmed by the non-artistic mechanics of publishing. With Warren 
on the hunt for an entrepreneurial opportunity, the trio decided to 
team up, and Warren came onboard to re-organize the company. 
Four years later, seven issues and one trade paperback of 
Dorothy of Oz have been released, and the comic has attracted a 
devoted fan base that avidly follows this punk/goth Dorothy on her 
unusual adventures. Also breathing new energy into a classic story 
is the company's second title, Tony Loco, a decidedly modern take 
on the Don Quixote tale—something Warren describes as "Co/yin and 
Hobbes meets Desperado." 
Now, in addition to managing production schedules and working 
with vendors, distributors, and reviewers, a large part of Warren's 
work involves attending the main comic book conventions, like 
Comic-Con—which she calls "insane, but a lot of fun." She explains, 
"The comic book industry is cutthroat, not in terms of people being 
cruel to each other, but in terms of being competitive. Its very 
involved, getting a publishing business off the ground. But now, 
when I go to conventions I get introduced as 'that Dorothy girl It's 
nice that one of our titles is getting that kind of recognition, and a 
tribute to my business partners' excellent work." 
With her purchase of a comic book store last year, Warren now 
straddles both sides of the industry, publishing and retail. She 
bought the store from a seller who had been extremely supportive 
of Dorothy in its early years, but who had been unable to make his 
store viable. Warren quickly applied her business acumen to the 
store, renaming it and expanding significantly. She states, "Now 
we're one of the two largest stores in Santa Clara County, and one of 
the few female-owned comic book stores in the state. I'm part of a 
pretty cool Little group in that regard." 
Of her artistic background, and knack for business, Warren 
explains, "I went to school at Whittier with some unbelievably 
brilliant artists, though I was not one myself. But over the years 
I Learned I'm good at business. Now I've been able to apply my 
artistic training toward starting and growing businesses, so if I find 
something that really should see the light of day, then it will.-  
ANNA WARREN '97 
	
"1 KNEW NOTHING ABOUT COMICS 
COO/CEO, illusive 
	
BEFORE 2004," admits Anna Warren, chief 
Arts Entertainment, 	financial and chief operating officer of 
Owner-operator Illusive 	comic book publishing house Illusive Arts 
Comics & Games 	
Entertainment, and owner of the Santa Clara 
retail store Illusive Comics & Games. 
"Before then, I had only read two 
comic books." 
Warren's journey into the world of 
comics came about in an unusual way. A 
studio art major, she describes how, "As 
a senior I was hoping to get my MFA and 
become a gallery director or curator, but 
I got derailed by life." She began working 
in retail management, and later at AAA in 
homeowners insurance, where occasionally 
her art background was called upon to deal 
with stolen or damaged art. 
But in 2004, Warren's life took a 
change in direction. "I finished my MBA in 
eBusiness that year, the same year my aunt 
passed away. Since my brother and I were 
her beneficiaries, I had the opportunity to 
start afresh in any career I wanted. And one 
thing I knew I wanted was to start to my 
own business." 
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JAMES ADOMIAN '02 
Sketch comic, comedy 
writer, and presidential 
impressionist 
CREATIVE ARTS continued 
The Sketch Comic & Impressionist 
days at Whittier. In addition to the satirical columns he wrote 
as entertainment editor for the Quaker Campus, Adomian worked 
comedy and politics into his studies; for his Whittier Scholars project 
in theater and economics, he wrote and staged a play satirizing 
U.S. intervention in Chile using Keebler Elves. His professors often 
(unknowingly) played a role in the development of his skills of 
mimicry, he says. "Everybody likes to see someone make fun of 
authority figures, and I like doing it. I think professors are 
accidentally the funniest people in the world." 
As an undergrad and following his college days, Adomian took 
full advantage of his close proximity to Hollywood and the L.A. com-
edy scene, taking classes at the famed Groundlings improvisational 
studio and taking part in underground comedy showcases. 
While doing standup at the now-defunct Comedy Underground in 
Santa Monica in 2002, he introduced a George W. Bush impression as 
part of his routine. The portrayal was spot on, complete with facial 
expressions, cadence, and the president's dual air of confidence and 
confusion. Seeing enormous potential in the impression, Adomian 
developed sketch material and threw in a "live audience O&A with 
the president," which he staged at another of his regular venues, the 
Pretty Okay Ho Hum Spectacular in Hollywood. 
And it was there that he was "discovered" of sorts. 
In the audience that night was a brand new staffer for the 
freshman television show, The Late, Late Show with Craig Ferguson. 
The next day, the staffer was in a creative production meeting for 
the show, when a sketch idea was raised regarding the president and 
a question was thrown out, "Who can we get to play Bush?" Not 
Long after, Adomian received the call from CBS asking him to come 
down to the studio. At first, seeing his age (he was only 25), he was 
cast as "young George Bush," but soon the producers realized he was 
well able to take on the mantle of the elder president. 
When the cameras went on, Adomian recalls the routine went 
well. But then, as he walked offstage, he ran into another icon in 
the wings: legendary comic Don Rickles, who was following Adomian 
on the show. 
He remembers that Rickles stopped him and said, "Who are you, 
kid? That was hilarious. You were great." 
"And then, without missing a beat," Adomian continues, "he 
flipped to that mean side he's famous for and said with a shrug, 
'Well, kid, keep trying: But for me, coming from a comedian like 
that, I thought it was fantastic, a real good luck sign. Don Rickles 





George W. Bush role. 
JAMES ADOMIAN HAS MULTIPLE 
PERSONALITIES. 
With a range of characters as politi-
cally, visually, and iconically divergent as 
George W. Bush and Al Franken, the impres-
sionist and sketch comic has attracted a 
devoted following from numerous television 
appearances on CBS' The Late, Late Show 
with Craig Ferguson and Comedy Central's 
Mind of Mencia, live performances with 
improv group Upright Citizen's Brigade, and 
online, where on YouTube alone his videos 
have been viewed close to a million times. 
To his fans' delight, he will also portray 
G.W. Bush in the recently released feature 
comedy, "Harold and Kumar 2: Escape from 
Guantanamo Bay." 
Near as he can tell, much of his 
politically active comedy stems from his 
KEVIN LARKEN '99 
Creative Director, 
GameBrains 
"Watching how a player 
interacts with the mechanical 
controller will give you 
critical information. Are the 
button combinations too far 
apart? Do the two hands 
interfere with each other? 
Are the controls intuitive?. 'I 
The Video Game Developer 
FOR KEVIN LARKEN, SITTING DOWN TO PLAY A VIDEO GAME IS 
NOT ALL FUN AND—WELL, GAMES. For him, it's a Living. 
"Even the ones I pick up for fun, I end up dissecting," says the 
creative director for GameBrains, a boutique video game developer 
based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
A double-major in art and business administration at Whittier, the 
Canadian-born Larken has had an impressive string of international 
employment, from graphic designer for companies in Los Angeles and 
the south of France to art director at a Singapore ad agency. 
"After three years with the ad agency, I was beginning to feel 
stagnant," he recalls. "1 had received a great offer at a different 
agency in Singapore, one in Cambodia, and I was looking for a 
job in Japan. Then someone got me in touch with this video game 
developer in Malaysia that was looking for an art director. 
I figured I'd give it a shot." 
Joining the GameBrains crew in 2004, Larken notes that the 
transition in industry from advertising to interactive entertainment 
software wasn't too difficult, "except for learning the technology 
behind the games and its limitations." The ease with which he 
adapted did not go unnoticed, and he was soon offered the chance 
to become the company's creative director. 
In this new role, aside from creating a world, its characters, and 
an engaging story, Larken has had to learn the basics of programming 
Logic, algorithms, game mechanics, and interface design. 
"This has been an altogether different beast," he says. "In many 
industries, a creative director sets the overall conceptualization 
of a static medium; the audience is not expected to interact. In 
video game development, however, the medium is highly interac-
tive. The creative director, with a team of game designers, is in 
charge of not only guiding the audience through their world, but 
delivering several options so they can go where they please." 
Or at least so that it appears and feels like the player, 
connected to this world by keyboard or console, has freedom of 
movement and thought within "the matrix." 
Trial and error, reading a variety of source materials, and a lot of 
hands-on research are all methods Larken has employed to keep his 
team innovative and their games fresh in this competitive market. 
But observation, he says, is one of the best ways to learn successful 
human-machine interface—basically, how a player relates to both the 
physical and visceral aspects of a game. 
"Watching how a player interacts with the mechanical controller 
will give you critical information. Are the button combinations 
too far apart? Do the two hands interfere with each other? Are the 
controls intuitive? But you also see how the player interacts with 
the CG world. Is this area too difficult? 
Are there enough visual cues to allow the 
player to progress unaided? Above all, is 
he or she having fun?" 
In late 2007, GameBrains signed 
a multi-year deal to fully develop a 
number of Nintendo Wii and DS games, 
significantly adding to its current 
Licensing with PlayStation 2, GameCube, 
Game Boy Advance, Windows and OS X 
platforms. The deal may signify a 
dramatic boost in profit and notoriety 
in the not-too-distant future for the 
boutique company, whose roster of titles 
includes the Backyard sports series, 
Madden NFL 2002, Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer, and The Mummy Returns. 
For Larken's part, he'll Likely be 
leading the development of a whole 
new category of games—one that is 
specifically designed to be compatible 
with the more user-friendly Wii and DS 
platforms. Of course, that does mean 
he's going to have to knuckle down and 
play more games. 




HANSEN HUNT '08 
ADVOCATES "TRAVELING 
WITH A CONSCIENCE" 
Hansen Hunt '08 is one of two students awarded an inaugural Richard M. Nixon Fellowship, 
established at the College early last year. Hunt's winning proposal capitalized on Nixon's 
policies toward foreign markets and international cooperation in commerce, but noted 
that the idealized intent behind these policies has, in practice, eroded over the last several 
decades. His yearlong project has targeted small, local, goods and services businesses 
in Tijuana and Rosarito, Mexico, with a goal to determine which utilize and apply best 
practices, socially responsible means, and local resources. As a follow-up to his research, 
Hunt has begun work on a website to market these small companies, assisting their 
consumer reach among tourists and 'travelers with a conscience" and promoting the 
distinctive culture of this small, artisan community. 
ON A MILD AND OVERCAST SATURDAY MORNING IN 
APRIL, HANSEN HUNT IS WALKING ACROSS THE BORDER 
TO TIJUANA, MEXICO. Heading away from the solitary, stern-
faced border guard, he is progressively enveloped by a cloud of 
scents and sights and sounds divergent from the country he left 
behind; sizzling seasoned meats, buildings awash in sun-bright 
colors, and a cacophony of blaring car horns, thumping music, 
and shouting vendors are the norm here. The route Hunt takes 
is a familiar one, filled with shops and stands where he knows 
from experience he can get the best and cheapest came asada 
tacos or a quality, handcrafted textile. As a San Diego native, 
he's been coming here for years. 
Hunt heads toward Avenida Revolucion, one of the most 
notorious streets in the city of Tijuana and one of the most 
popular for tourists. Known for its blend of goods, food, and 
local color," the street is over-populated with clamoring 
salesmen, hawking everything from fake designer purses to 
silver jewelry and crafts—even samples of the local tequila. 
Today, though, Hunt is not looking for a bargain; he's here 
on a fieldwork trip for his Nixon Fellowship project—work that 
he hopes will bring positive attention to the Tijuana artisan 
community struggling to survive in the face of stereotypes, bad 
press, and foreign competition. Hunt's objective is to identify 
and promote—through the Internet and through targeted 
tourist and travel publications—native, local merchants who 
subscribe to a set of socially responsible "best practices" in the  
manufacture and retail of their products. What started out as 
a project focused on aiding these small businesses, though, has 
grown into what Hunt now describes as a charge to "preserve the 
culture" of this community. 
"I grew up crossing the border to shop for unique products 
in Tijuana. and I loved it, loved the experience of it," he says. 
"I don't ever want that to change." 
Elaborating, Hunt says that with all the multinational com-
panies moving into the region, and a spike in substandard labor 
conditions and general business practices, there's a real danger 
of this district becoming, in a sense, "outsourced to China," so 
it's critical to address the situation now before it results in the 
disappearance or degeneration of the artisan community. 
"Ultimately. I want more people to have the knowledge that 
I have about this area, and the opportunity to experience it. And 
that's what I hope my project will help to do," he states. 
Fortunately. Hunt discovered he is not alone in his efforts. 
Typical to the way relationships are made in this small town, 
an innocuous conversation with a local bus driver led to Hunt's 
connecting with an organization called CETURMEX. The non-
profit turned out to be a cohort of 40 small business owners 
in Tijuana who, according to Hunt, are working with the local 
government and chamber of commerce to promote a positive 
image of Mexico by improving the quality and authenticity of local 
artisan products and applying more socially responsible business 
practices. Coincidentally, this is the crux of Hunt's research. 
I The Nixon Fellowship 
Program is designed 
to prepare exceptional 
students for informed 




that echo Nixon's 
successful legacy in 
domestic and 
foreign policy. 
BUSINESS WITHOUT BORDERS. Completing fieldwork for his Nixon 
Fellowship project, Hunt stops by to chat with Tijuana native 
Jorge Espinoza, business owner and president of CETURMEX. 
NIXON FELLOW continued 
"Ultimately, I wan',~  
to have the knowledge thal 
and thE 
On this particular day, Hunt heads toward the shop of his 
new friend, Jorge Espinoza, the owner of a 60-year-old, family 
silversmith business and the president of CETURMEX. Upon 
reaching the shop, he's greeted warmly by the gathered group 
trying to make the best of a slow work day: Espinoza, a couple 
of fellow craftsmen, and a painter who is working on a large 
landscape. During his visit, Hunt broaches topics that include 
outstanding project surveys and arrangements for Espinoza's 
journey to Whittier College to guest lecture in an international 
business class—payback for a speech Hunt was invited to present  
(in Spanish) before the CETURMEX group, detailing his project 
and intended goals. 
Leaving Espinoza's, he will stop by other businesses 
serving as confirmed case studies in his research, many part 
of the CETURMEX association. To establish these working 
relationships, Hunt has made dozens of trips to Mexico over 
the last several months as part of his Fellowship fieldwork, 
networking with locals and investigating a significant number of 
prospective vendors to include in his research. 
When determining what constitutes "socially responsible 
practices," says Hunt, the definition can vary greatly from one 
country to another. For the purposes of his project, he has 
created his own benchmark for analysis of local companies in 
Mexico. Throughout his process, he looked for vendors who 
avoid certain practices common in Tijuana, such as harassing 
customers to draw them into a store, selling counterfeit products, 
price haggling, and using children to sell goods. He also exam-
ined differences in basic employee benefits, such as guaranteed 
wages (independent of actual sales), and social security, which 
is not a common benefit for artisans. Moreover, he searched out 
vendors who work to promote and preserve the local culture. 
As he puts it. "Store employees and owners must have deep 
understanding of the history of their product in order to 
effectively educate the customer." 
Hunt acknowledges that while the standards he chose 
to employ are rather high, local business owners' must work 
together to establish a common set of standards for the specific 
community in which they operate. Still, when it comes to his 
project. Hunt intends to tell the unvarnished truth. 
"In my research, I have not excluded companies who fail to 
reach my benchmark, nor will I exclude them from promotion, but 
I will advertise both their strong and weak points to travelers," 
he says, referring to his intent to build a comprehensive website 
to market his results to travel publications. "The most important 
more people 
[ have about this area, 
Dpportunity to experience it, 
thing is not to present any sort of bias, just the facts. Sending 
tourists and travelers to only a handful of native businesses in 
Tijuana would be devastating for the rest, and therefore the 
community as a whole would suffer." 
Hunt's website (www.unomos.com—"Traveling with a 
Conscience") will ultimately be the repository of his research, 
geared at global consumers and area tourists and intended to 
drive people to these socially responsible businesses. Hunt will 
market his website by reaching out to travel magazines such as 
Sky Mall and travel guides such as Lonely Planet and Fodor's. 
"[With this project] I am trying to promote growth and 
[improve standards] among all the local businesses, even if they 
are not conducting operations in that way now. I am attempting 
to make agreements with store owners, since it is likely that as 
I market their companies through my project, their sales will 
increase. It is an incentive for them to meet the benchmark I 
create, so that consumers choose to shop at their businesses." 
Business professor Daniel Duran, Hunt's faculty advisor, 
believes that part of what makes this project so compelling 
is through clear commitment and drive, Hunt has won critical 
acceptance among the proprietors—despite barriers of language, 
culture, and citizenry. "Hansen is helping businesses in this 
part of Baja articulate the importance of responsible business 
practice and quality standards in operation," says Duran. "It's 
clear that with his work, he's truly built a reciprocal level of trust 
with this community." 
Duran also applauds Hunt's intent to continue and expand 
his work well beyond the Fellowship's one-year term and his 
graduation in May. 
While his focus is primarily on Tijuana, Hunt has also been 
networking with business owners in Rosarito, a small coastal town 
located a half-hour south of Tijuana. He hopes to help establish an 
organization similar to CETURMEX, and he's already made inroads 
that will help him replicate the work he's done in Tijuana. 
As Hunt leaves Espinoza's shop, he walks down a short 
hallway to get back to Avenida Revolucion. On his way, 
he stops by a small crafts shop that sells colorful, beaded 
artwork from southern Mexico called Huichol art. He admires 
the different pieces, including a large wall hanging of an 
indigenous representation of the sun and moon. While the 
bigger piece is out of his price range, he says he'll probably 
get the smaller piece that he will use as part of his Fellowship 
presentation. "I want to get something from every shop that 
I've worked with," he says, momentarily distracted. 
Turning his focus back to the work at hand, Hunt leaves the 
shop and heads for the avenue, noticeably more congested with 
traffic as peak hours approach. "Consumers and tourists need to 
know these towns in Mexico have much more to offer than the 
old stereotype—a dirty and dangerous environment, cheap labor, 
and an abundance of manufactured, imitation designer goods. 
"That is not Mexico," he says with a shake of his head. "It's 
my plan—and my hope—that this project will help publicize its 
true culture and identity." 
NEIGHBORLY EXCHANGE. No- 
Located in Baja California, 
Tijuana is considered one 
of the world's biggest 
tourist destinations. With 
the results of his research, 
Hunt hopes to drive 
increased business to shop 
owners employing socially 
responsible practices. 
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- A "PURPLE HAZE" craze dominates the stands at the Homecoming game. - HONORARY COACH Ray Dezember '57 
dvises the Poet football team. - WALTER WORRILL earns the award for sole reunion-ing Poet, Class of 1942. 
- POETS ENJOY an outdoor program and hospitality hours at the Alumni House. - OLD FRIENDS Olive (Chandler) 
lift '41 and Ray Dezember '57 reconnect at a JGWS reception. - AN OUTDOOR SALSA LESSON at Garrett Faculty 
aster's House. - THE ENTREPRENEUR PANEL features successful alumni and students, including Eugene Miroskins '09 
nd Ed Peterson '93. - THE MUCH-ANTICIPATED dedication and grand opening ceremony of Alumni House. 
- RECIPIENTS of Poet Alumni Awards for service and achievement. 	- STUDENT PERFORMERS dance at the 37th 
nnual Tardeada. 	- ERIC RIVERA '08 enlists alumni and student participation in his bid to break a world record. 





















For the 2007-08 10 
academic year, 
a total of 204 
students received an 
endowed scholarship. 
PHILANTHROPIC ROUNDUP 
FUNDRAISING EFFORTS, NAMING OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND 
REUNION GIVING 2007 
During Whittier Weekend 2007 and on 
behalf of the classes of 1927, 1932, 1937, 
1942, 1947, 1952, 1957, 1962, 1967, 1972, 
1977, 1982, 1987, 1992, 1997 and 2002, 
Barbara (Ondrasik) Groce '57 presented 
President Sharon Herzberger and Whittier 
College with a combined class reunion gift 
of $1,595,248 for donations to The Whittier 
Fund and other purposes, made between 
July 1, 2006 and October 26, 2007. 
Other notable reunion class giving 
efforts honored as part of the Poet Awards 
and Class Gift Presentations Breakfast dur-
ing Whittier Weekend were: 
• Class of 1947, earning The Participation 
Award with 30% of the class making a 
reunion year gift; 
• Class of 1952, earning The Stretch Award 
for increasing their giving by 1,0000/0  over 
Last fiscal year; and 
• Class of 1957, taking the Overall Giving 
Award for raising more than $800,000 in 
honor of their 50th Reunion to establish 
an Alumni House with a student-alumni 
programming endowment on campus. 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS 
Whittier provides over $15 million a year 
in college-funded financial assistance to 
undergraduate students in an effort to provide 
affordable access to this unique liberal arts 
education for the most deserving students. 
Vital to this commitment are the endowed 
funds dedicated to providing scholarship 
awards to qualified students. Three new schol-
arship endowments have been formed recently 
honoring the memory of special individuals 
who made a difference in this world and one 
new scholarship endowment has been formed 
to honor a loyal alumnus who continues to 
give back to his alma mater 
SINARA STULL O'DONNELL '69 MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP—established by her husband 
John O'Donnell, classmates, colleagues, 
friends and family, this scholarship honors 
a cherished friend who built a vibrant 
career using her many talents as an actress, 
author, motivational speaker and business 
professional. The endowment will provide 
financial assistance to a student who 
maintains a 3.3 GPA and has an interest 
in Communication Arts, particularly public 
speaking and rhetoric. 
ROBIN HILL SINATRA '66 MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP—established by her husband 
Frank Sinatra '67, classmates, colleagues, 
friends and family, this scholarship honors 
Robin's commitment to teaching and educa-
tion and will benefit a deserving student. 
NEAL, DEVON, AND IAN WILLIAMS 
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP—established by 
Jan "Oma" Williams '06 in memory of her 
son and grandsons, and widely supported by 
family, friends, colleagues and community 
members, this scholarship will provide an 
annual grant to a worthy student. 
GEORGE TENOPIR '48 SCHOLARSHIP—
established by Carol Tenopir '74, family, 
friends and alumni, this scholarship honor's 
George's long service as Director of Financial 
Aid at Whittier College where he played a 
key role in admitting and providing financial 
aid awards to thousands of students over 
multiple decades. 
To support any one of these scholarships 
or to learn more about establishing a schol-
arship at Whittier College, please contact 
Elizabeth Power Rob/son, vice president 
for advancement, eprobison@whittier.edu or 
562.907.4213. 
CAMPUS CENTER 
Less than a year will have elapsed from the 
start of construction when the highly antici-
pated new Campus Center opens its doors 
for "move-in" in mid-July 2008. Having 
undergone major renovations and significant 
>> BE A LEGEND. JOIN THE JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER SOCIETY NOW 
BY CALLING THE OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT, 562.907.4219. 
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expansion, the new facility finaLly brings 
together in one place most of the services 
the College provides our students: the mail 
room, the career and internship center, our 
cultural center, and the student government 
and student publications offices. The dining 
facility has been modernized along with The 
Spot, and the design of the new building 
creates an outdoor natural amphitheater for 
gatherings, speeches, and performances. A 
grand opening celebration is planned for 
October 17, 2008, during Whittier Weekend. 
With a total of $19.5 million raised for 
this project, we are in the home stretch 
of this fundraising effort. Leadership 
gifts from A.J. Villalobos '65, Roberta 
Veloz '57, Bill '55 and Harriet Harris, Rose 
Hills Foundation, Ahmanson Foundation, 
Weingart Foundation, Olive Clift '41, 
Wayne '60 and Susie '67 Harvey, Bob '59 
and Carolyn Laskey, Ray '53 and Joan '56 
Dezember, and Don Baudrand '50 were 
critical to ensuring the success of this new 
facility. Additional naming opportunities 
are available for gifts of $50,000 or more. 
For more information on gifts to the 
Campus Center project, please contact 
Charles Knox, director of leadership gifts, 
cknox@whittier.edu or 562.907.4217. 
THE WHITTIER FUND 
There is no more important gift to Whittier 
College than your support of The Whittier 
Fund. Providing essential funding to the 
most vital aspects of the College—our 
students, faculty, programs and facilities 
—gifts to The Whittier Fund sustain our 
excellence and drive us forward. You may 
not know that each and every gift to The 
Whittier Fund goes immediately toward 
supporting the faculty you loved, the places 
you cherish, the programs that put you 
on to your path of success. Each outright 
gift of $100 is the equivalent of $2,000 in 
endowment. $1,000 to the Whittier Fund 
every year is the same as providing $20,000 
in endowment support. While we work to grow 
our endowment, you can make a difference 
today with your gift to The Whittier Fund. 
And there is no better time to con-
tribute. Judith (Kjellberg) Swayne '63 and 
her husband, Keith, in honor of Judy's 
45th Class Reunion, have issued an Alumni 
Participation Challenge to match all new 
and increased unrestricted contributions to 
the Whittier Fund made by June 30, 2008. 
New Whittier Fund contributions from all 
alumni will be matched dollar-for-dollar (up 
to $50,000). 
Poet alumni, you've been offered a 
challenge; now, it's up to you! Whether you 
have recently given, if it's been a while, or 
if you are considering a first-time gift to 
The Whittier Fund, look at the impact your 
contribution will have... $50 immediately 
becomes $100; $250 becomes $500; $1,000 
becomes $2,000; and so on. Together, we 
can make a difference! 
For more information about the Alumni 
Participation Challenge or to make a gift, 
call Kelli Bronson, director of individual gifts, 
at 562.907.4209 or go online at 
www. whittier.edu/giveanline.  
1 PLAN AHEAD. 
Reunion activities 
are being planned 
for Whittier Weekend 
2008. Interested in 
becoming a volun-
teer? E-mail aLumni@ 
whittier.edu. 
Fundraising Effort Targets New Olive & Bob Clift Bookstore 
Whittier College has had few closer, more admired friends than 
Olive (Chandler) '41 and husband Robert "Bob" Clift '40. Their years 
of service running the campus bookstore, Bob's work as a golf 
coach, assistant director of athletics, and sponsor of the Orthogonian 
Society, are just part of their Whittier story. For many, this pair 
served as mentors and advisors—even as a second set of parents. In 
gratitude, friends and family of this remarkable couple have joined 
together to raise funds to name the Olive & Bob Clift Bookstore in 
the new Campus Center, and we welcome and encourage you to 
join in this effort. A plaque listing the names of all contributors 
will be installed in the bookstore and unveiled during the grand 
opening event on October 17. Deadline for gifts 
Bob Chit Bookstore is June 1, 2008. For more info 
contact Elizabeth Power Robison, vice president for advancement, 
eprobisonFtwhittier.edu or 662,907.4213. 
>> BUY A BRICK. LEAVE A LASTING LEGACY ON THE WHITTIER CAMPUS, AND BECOME AN 
INDELIBLE PART OF FOUNDERS WALKWAY. CALL 562.907.4219 FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
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My two years of 
service as presi-
dent of the Alumni 
Association are com-
ing to a close. It has 
been a remarkable 
period of time for 
the College, with the 
arrival of President Sharon Herzberger 
and a reinvigorated advancement pro-
gram, bringing dramatic change in our 
communications, alumni relations and 
fundraising efforts. During this time, 
The Rock has been upgraded with new 
features and the website has been rede-
signed and launched to great acclaim. If 
you haven't visited recently, please take 
a moment to go to www.whittier.edu for a 
new look at your alma mater. While there, 
please login to the new alumni online 
community to reconnect with classmates 
and share news of your current activities. 
We want to hear from you! 
Paralleling the efforts by the admin-
istration to advance Whittier, the alumni 
board of directors has worked hard to serve 
the Alumni Association with a renewed 
commitment to broaden our outreach 
and develop more active alumni engage-
ment in the College. The areas of focus 
include: Poet Awards, WAVE/leadership 
development, admission ambassadors, 
Alumni House programming, Student 
Alumni Board (SAB), nominating, regional 
chapters, and Whittier Weekend. We 
welcome your participation—either as a 
committee member or participant in our 
programming. Please contact the Office 
of Alumni Relations to learn more about 
these exciting volunteer opportunities. 
We have also elected a new slate of 
officers for the Alumni Association. I am 
pleased to announce our new Alumni 
Board President Rachel (Homel) Rice '96. 
Vice President Dennis Welch '68, and 
Secretary Danielle Farve '04. They will 
be installed in May 2008, and each will 
serve a two-year term. 
The Ray '53 and Joan Dezember '55 
Alumni House—recently named by the 
College's Board of Trustees to honor two 
of our most dedicated alumni for their 
decades of loyal service and commitment 
to the College—is a vibrant new venue for 
alumni gatherings. An inaugural event 
with members of the Class of 1957, who 
provided substantial funding to renovate 
the space and establish a programming 
endowment, took place last October. The 
Dezember Alumni House has since served 
as a welcoming place for the new Poet 
G.O.L.D. (Graduates of the Last Decade) 
happy hour and networking, "Backpack-
to-Briefcase" career services program 
featuring alumni speakers on their  
paths to success, and the inaugural 
Alumni House Speaker Series event with 
Josh du Lac '93, pop music critic for The 
Washington Post. Visit www.whittier. 
edu/alumni for an up-to-date list of 
special events and programs. 
There has never been a better time 
to be involved with Whittier College. 
The dynamic leadership of President 
Herzberger and her administrative team 
are moving our institution forward. Our 
dedicated and loyal faculty—who are 
the lifeblood of our alma mater—con-
tinue to make a difference in the lives of 
students each and every day with their 
commitment to education and providing 
a transformative experience. I implore 
you to get involved and give back. You 
can make a remarkable difference with 
your engagement. Don't wait. Make your 
plans now for Whittier Weekend (October 
17-19, 2008), or visit anytime. Reach out 
to a fellow classmate and encourage 
them to join you at an upcoming event or 
to stroll the campus. We look forward to 
seeing you soon! 
Sincerely, 
Jose E. Casillas '87 
 
BOAT READ 
While cruising through Bahia Santiago, Mexico, on her way to Central America with her 
husband, Alice Martin Johnson '65 catches up on a little sun and The Rock. Here. Johnson 
is aboard Grey Wolf, her traveling home, a 50 ft. marine trawler. "I look forward to receiving 
a copy of The Rock whenever I fly home!" 
Living, traveling, or working abroad? Show us your Poet pride by sending your photo 
holding a copy of The Rock or wearing Whittier gear to therock@whittier.edu. Your photo 
may be featured in the magazine or on the web! 
>> POETS IN CYBERSPACE. JOIN OUR ALUMNI ONLINE COMMUNITY TODAY 





NOT LONG AGO, I went on vacation to 
Maui. While walking around a strip mall, 
I saw a gentleman that looked familiar. 
We both stared at each other, trying to 
place how we knew each other. After a 
moment of awkward silence, we figured 
out the connection—Whittier College. The 
familiar fellow was Zach Winters '04, 
my predecessor as president for the 
Associated Student of Whittier College 
(ASWC). Zach and I talked for a while, 
and he brought up that another young 
alumnus, Jess Craven '03, also lived on 
the island. After a few phone calls, we 
reconnected with Jess and decided to all 
meet up for dinner. There, we caught up 
on life after "WC," and we fondly remi-
nisced about our experiences at Whittier. 
As it turns out, all three of us were 
ASWC presidents—and around the same 
time period. Jess Craven was president in 
2002, Zachary Winters served in 2003, 
and I held office in 2004. 
It certainly is a small Poet world. 
Left to right: Zach Winters, Jessica Robtedo, 
Jess Craven. 
SUNSET SALUTATION. A 
Maui Poets, congre-
gating for an informal 
reception in Kapalua, 
take a moment to 
enjoy the spectacular 
celestial show. 
HAWAI'I 
In late fall, our first gathering was held 
on Maui, extending the Whittier reach 
throughout the islands. Reception host Jess 
Craven '03 opened his home in the Kapalua 
Villages, and members of our Poet ohana 
from the Classes of 1970 to 2005 shared 
good food, laughter, and memories of times 
on the California campus. 
Also this past fall, a few of our chapter 
Leaders represented Whittier College at a 
Local college fair. Funny enough, they were 
seated next to the Chapman University rep-
resentative—who turned out to be Whittier 
grad Mike Pelly '86! 
December 1 marked the fourth 
annual volunteer project, Special Olympic 
Athletes, with 58 "All-Star" participants: 
21 alumni/POETS, 21 family and friends, 
and 16 marvelous varsity baseball players 
from Mid-Pacific Institute. All 58 brought 
that special energy as Lane volunteers, 
contributing significantly to the success of 
these Special Olympic bowlers. That place 
jumped all day because of these awesome 
volunteers, really! 
The 16 Mid-Pac players were organized 
through Whittier's own Noel Torigoe '82. 
They were first-class, and we surely needed 
them this year. (Now if we can get a few of 
them interested in Whittier/Poet baseball!) 
At the beginning of the day, before we 
hit the lanes, chapter leader Doug Bennett 
'65 mentioned that the highest values of 
Whittier College revolved around toler-
ance, cultural diversity, consensus, and 
community service. All of our extended 
ohana wearing that P.O.E.T.S. T-shirt were 
marvelous representatives of those values. 
(We encourage everyone to wear that T-shirt 
"out" this year—a new one will be coming 
next year!!) 
Of course, we hope everyone will save 
the first or second Saturday next December 
and once again join us for this very special 
day of giving. Next year, we'll hit the five-
year goal! 
WASHINGTON 
On December 8, members of the Whittier 
College Washington State Alumni Chapter 
gathered en masse once again for the 
annual holiday party, this year hosted by 
Grace Koopmans '41 at the Emerald Heights 
Retirement Campus in Redmond. Guests 
were treated to hors d'oeuvres and a festive 
dinner, as well as an informal talk given by 
Sylvia Lopez '99, currently the Irvine Fellow 
in Biology at Whittier College. Lopez's visit 
to the northwest coincided with the chapter 
event; she had been in the area giving a 
presentation at the request of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
regarding the "lack of minorities in science 
and what educational institutions are doing 
to address the issue." Discussion among 
the holiday party participants did include 
this more somber topic, though the evening 
was equally spent in celebratory mode. 
As Lopez summed it up, "I had a blast 
talking with the Washington area folks—
getting to hear about their experiences at 
Whittier and about what they currently do 
for our students." 
REGIONAL CHAPTER UPDATES 
>> CHAPTERS RULE. TO JOIN THE HAWAI'I POETS, E-MAIL DSHIMIZU@HAWAILRR.COM. 
TO JOIN THE WASHINGTON STATE POETS, E-MAIL KRISDOBBYN@COMCAST.NET. 
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SPRING 2008 CALENDAR 
ALUMNI HOUSE & SPECIAL EVENTS 
Calendar items are subject to change. Please bookmark and regularly 
check the Poet Alumni Online Community for details, registration informa-
tion, and new events: wwwwhitfier.edu/alumni.  
January 24 
	
Poet G.O.L.D. Social Mixer 
February 12 
	
Alumni House Speaker Series: Josh du Lac '93, pop music 
critic for The Washington Post 
March 19 
	
Alumni House Speaker Series: Tim Clott '70, former 
president of Echo Bridge Entertainment and previous 
head of Lyric Studios 
April 12 
	
Poet Legacies Reception for multi- and inter-generational 
Poet families hosted by President Sharon Herzberger 
during Family Weekend 
April 24 
	
The Feinberg Lecture Series presents: The Honorable 
Richard J. Goldstone, former justice of the Constitutional 
Court of South Africa and chief prosecutor for the War 
Crimes Tribunal for Rwanda and Kosovo 
May 12 
	
36th Annual Purple & Gold Golf Tournament 
May 13 
	
Purple & Gold All-Sports Award Banquet 
May 22 
	







Regional Chapter Summer Party and New Student 
Send-Off (San Diego, CA) 
July 27 
	
Regional Chapter Summer Party and New Student 
Send-Off (Seattle, WA) 
July 20 
	
Regional Chapter Summer Party and New Student 
Send-Off )Oahu, HI) 
September 6 John Greenleaf Whittier Society and Los Angeles Regional 
Chapter hosts Whittier College Day at the Huntington 
Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens 
September 20 Whittier Alumni Volunteer Experience )WAVE) 
Leadership Conference 
October 16 	Purple & Gold Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet & 
Induction Ceremony 















This past February, the alumni board of directors elected candidates 
to fill three executive board positions that will term out in May of 
2008: president, vice president, and secretary. 
Rachel Home[ Rice '96 has been named president-elect. Over the 
last few years, Rice and fellow Poet alumna Barbara (Ondrasik) 
Grace '57 have been instrumental in developing programs to 
build a San Diego Poet Alumni Chapter, though Rice's formal 
association with the board only began in 2007. Rice replaces 
Jose Casillas '87, who will remain on the executive board to serve 
his term as past-president. 
Valued by board members for "his leadership, his resource-
fulness, and his humor," Dennis Welch '68 has been appointed 
to the position of vice president. An enthusiastic supporter of 
the Washington Regional Poet Alumni Chapter, Welch is helping 
spearhead the chapter's effort to endow a scholarship for students 
from the Pacific Northwest. He has served an the alumni board as 
a regional chapter representative for four years, sharing leadership 
and travel duties with three other Seattle Poets. 
Danielle Farve '04, a member of the board since 2006, will 
assume the role of secretary. 
GOOD WILL AMBASSADORS. Serving as an official 
country host, Don Q. Washington '71 meets with the 
Whittier College delegation in China: Susan Gotsch, 
vice president for academic affairs, President Sharon 
Herzberger, and Elizabeth Power Robison, vice president 
for advancement. Washington currently serves as the 
Minister-Counselor for Press and Cultural Affairs for the 
Embassy of the United States in Beijing, China. 
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GOOD TIMES. President Herzberger mingles with young aLumni at the G.O.L.D. launch event in January. 
THE OLD LADY 
OF VINE S 
Tfl,V,Ii.mFlgi,I F,,: 
Ci,,fl.,,hE.q.fr, 
POETS IN CHINA. During President 
Herzberger's trip to China in March, Poet 
alumni and parents living in the region 
gathered for a reception at The China 
Club in Central Hong Kong. Front row 
(left to right): Fred Wang '72, Suzanna 
Pau '82 , Derek Chan '79 , Sandra Yee, 
Barbara Lee '73, Estella Pau '83, Lily 
Leung P'll, Whittier College President 
Sharon Herzberger. Back row (left to 
right): Carolyn M. Norris-Luk '79, Claudia 
Keh P'lO, Whittier College Vice President 
for Advancement Elizabeth Power 
Robison, Florence Fong, Stanley Fong 
'83, Stephen Au P'07, Mimi Kam '84, 
Edwin Keh '79, P'lO, Freeman Chan. 
o credit: Edwin Keh 79 
INTRODUCING: POET G.O.L.D. 
NEWLY ESTABLISHED, POET G.O.L.D. (Graduates of the Last Decade) is a group 
of dedicated alumni who graduated from Whittier College between 1998 and 
2008. Under the leadership of the founding chair, Nash Ream '06, the group's 
primary objective is to encourage recent graduates to remain connected with the 
College through special networking opportunities, lectures, panels, and more. Recent 
alumni are encouraged to plan and execute Poet G.O.L.D. programming within their 
own geographic regions. Regular events are held at Dezember Alumni House on the 
Whittier College campus. For more information on Poet G.O.L.D. programming and to 
become involved, please contact the Office of Alumni Relations at alumni@whittier.edu  
or 562.907.4222. 
ON THE SHELF 
ALUMNI BOOKS TACKLE 
UNDERBELLY OF TWO WORLDS 
PUBLISHED IN LATE FALL, The Old 
Lady of Vine Street by alumnus Richard 
"Dick" Mastain '56, tells a tale about a 
small band of reporters in 1952 who had 
the courage to risk everything for their 
belief in the importance of a free and 
independent press—even fighting the 
powerful Taft family for the right to buy 
their own newspaper, the Cincinnati 
Enquirer. The work has earned Mastain accolades from the 
Ohioana Library Association, in recognition of "his research and 
writing of this richly detailed work." 
Beautiful Children, the inaugural novel by alumnus Charles 
Bock '91, has decidedly attracted the attention of The New 
York Times, landing as a feature in the February 3 Sunday Book 
Review, and within an in-depth 
interview with author Bock in the 
January 27 edition of the weekly 
magazine. Evoking shades of the gritty 
Las Vegas in which Bock grew up, the 
novel is anchored by the disappearance 
one night of a 12-year-old boy, but 
delivers a range of intersecting lives. 
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'-) BECOME A CLASS AGENT! Class Agents are Whittier College 
ambassadors, charged with helping build a strong connection between alumni and 
their alma mater. Each time The Rock is published, news appears in Poet-to-Poet 
because Class Agents have individually reached out to classmates to collect per-
sonal and professional updates, then shared that information with the College. 
Always in-the-know, Class Agents are some of our most valuable volunteers. 
Job requirements are simple: a minimal time commitment and the interest to keep 
up with your classmates and friends. At this time, Class Agents are needed for the 
following class years: 1935, 1936, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1944, 1945, 
1947, 1951, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1976, 1977, 1983, 1987, 1991, 1996, 1997, 2006, 
and 2007. To become a Class Agent, or learn more about the role, contact the 

















Vivian Fallis Woodward '49 and Raymond 
Chapman '51, November 24, 2007. -*Jennie Hall 
Harris '55 and John LeGros in April of 2006. 
-)Jennifer Fuller '90 and Jay James, on June 16, 
2007. -)Sanjay Des '93 and Jennifer Hansen, on 
September 2, 2007 -)Yolanda Mendoza '97 and 
Wayne Byale, on April 12, 2003. -*Jesus Hernandez 
'02 and Nicole (Flores) '03 on August 5, 2006. 
-*Nicole Palacios '04 and spouse in October of 2007. 
BIRTHS & ADOPTIONS 
To Mark and Marcy (Holmer) Brasher '97, a 
son, Zachary Laurence, May 25, 2007. -*To Sonya 
(Hernandez) '98 and Michael Sarmiento '98, a 
son, Kaleb Hilina'i, November 28, 2007. -*10 Joseph 
Furlow and Renae Waestman-Furlow '98, twin 
sons, Jack and Noah, in July of 2007. -ITo Stephen 
Siegmund '98 and spouse, a daughter, December 
30, 2007. -)To Nicole (Flores) '03 and Jesus 
Hernandez '02, a son, Dominic Xavier, July 31, 2007. 
-)To Adam and Carrielyn (Stuebing) Bays, a son, 
Alistaire, in 2006. 
CLASS NOTES 
Class Agent 
Vivian (Fallis) Woodward 
8334 Calmosa Avenue 
Whittier, CA 90602-2833 
Bill Shaffer writes: "I live in a suburb of Asheville, NC, 
and am very active in the Asheville Downtown Rotary Club 
as well as the Calvary Episcopal Church. One of my sons 
lives close by; the other son lives in Pennsylvania, so I 
see my grandchildren frequently. I went on three cruises 
Last year, one of which was transatlantic from Miami to 
Athens. I still miss California and our friends there." 
Class Agent 
Mr. Elwyn "El" Dyer 
2841 Coleridge Dr. 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720-4012 
Don Wilson writes: "I retired 22 years ago from 
administration at Allan Hancock College in Santa 
Maria, and have spent a few years involved in offi-
ciating football for the Pac-10 as a referee. While I 
was working and since retirement, I have been an 
athletic commissioner for two community college 
leagues, supervisor of officials for college football 
officials' associations, and conducting college football 
officiating clinics." While at Whittier, he was an All-
Conference pitcher on the college's baseball team, and 
in 2007 he was inducted into the Santa Maria Indians 
Baseball Hall of Fame. He retired this summer from the 
football officiating association, and was awarded many 
commendations from those that he influenced who are 
now officiating in the NFL and collegiate leagues. "Now 
I'm going to concentrate on my golf, follow the football 
officiating career of son Doug, and enjoy life." 
JoAnn "Joey" (Smith) Wilson retired in 1989 from 
more than 40 years teaching child development, 
teacher training, parenting skills, and directing a par-
ent/child development demonstration school for Allan 
Hancock College in Santa Maria. Since retirement, she's 
been involved in the Women's Division of the Santa 
Maria Country Club, her ladies club, working as a mem-
ber of City of Santa Maria's Landmark Committee. She 
and husband Don '50 have three married sons' families 
Living in the area, and enjoy travel and their condo in 
La Quinta. The couple appreciates the fine education 
CLASS OF 1942 
they received at Whittier, which they attribute to their 
successful careers. Joey says, "If I'd realized I'd spend 
so many years teaching, I would've studied harder, 
instead of enjoying the Athenians, and other student 
activities at Whittier." 
Class Agent 
Mrs. Florence (Albarian) Morrison 
P.O. Box 130 
Jamul, CA 91935-0130 
Jim Cowan writes: "Last summer I was honored as 
one of the first inductees into the Ventura County 
Educators Hall of Fame. I served for 38 years as a 
teacher, counselor, and school administrator, and 
before retiring in 1993, had served for 25 years as 
Ventura County Superintendent of Schools. During that 
time I served on numerous local, state, and national 
boards and commissions. I also served two terms as 
President of the California County Superintendent of 
Schools Association and was President of the Board 
of the Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational 
Research and Development. I currently volunteer as 
coordinator of a homeless project in Ventura, where my 
wife Ann (Howard)  '55 and I reside." 
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'68 
'67 Class Agent 
Jane I. (Israel) Honikman 
927 North Kellogg Avenue 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
N 
Richards and wife Jessie traveled to Brazil, visiting 
the Iguassu FaLls and boating up the Amazon River. 
-)Carleen (Schutz) Lindberg went on her annual 
summer boating vacation to Avalon; she a volunteer 
for the 50th class reunion. -+Fred Slater is active in 
the Presbyterian Church and enjoys playing in a weekly 
blackjack tournament. -Bob Zabel suffered a stroke 
in March 2005, Losing his ability to speak. He hopes to 
hear from all of his old friends, and he and wife Lucille 
would love to have friends visit.  -+ Chris (Youngquist) 
and Ron Zimmerman celebrated their both wedding 
anniversary. They continue to travel; Last spring they 
went to China, South Korea, and Japan. 
Barbara Tasker-Mueller plans to retire at the end 
of the year, concluding 39 years as a nuclear medicine 
technologist. She plans to travel and work in her gar-
den, and may even pursue graduate school. 
'58 
'69 
'55 Class Agent 
Jane (Soderberg) Gothold 
10121 Pounds Avenue 
Whittier, CA 90603-1649 
Jennie Hall Harris and new husband are enjoying 
retired life together in Upland, CA. "We were class-
mates at Orange Union High School and rekindled the 
flame at our 50th high school reunion." 
Class Agent 
Neill Richards 
29 Lehigh Place 
Glen Rock, NJ 07452-1423 
Phil Alvarado retired as a Naval Officer in 1980 
after 20 years of service. He later worked for General 
Dynamics and Northrop as a trainer and business pro-
posal manager. Currently, he spends his time playing 
tennis and writing plays and taking cruises with wife 
Joy. -+Marion (Davies) Snell retired and Lives with 
her husband in Corpus Christi, TX, nearby to her three 
children and grandson. -*Joan (Folland) Perkins 
retired from teaching at Washington Elementary 
School, but continues to visit the campus as an inde-
pendent contractor. Her granddaughter is a sophomore 
at Whittier College and a member of the Metaphonian 
Society. -)Patricia (Hare) Norgaard and husband 
AL still enjoy traveLling and are currently remodel-
ing their home. -*Carolyn (Jones) Rickon retired 
from a five-decade teaching career. She now spends 
her time substitute teaching and playing the piano. 
-+Sylvia (Miller) Joiner retired from elementary 
school teaching in 1995 and now enjoys making photo 
albums and quilts, collecting antiques, and camping 
in her motor home. She has eight grandchildren and 
four great-grandchildren. -+Nelson Palmer retired 
from a 36-year teaching career. For seven years he and 
wife Nancy lived in an RV; he now Lives in Fremont, 
CA, close to his children and grandchildren. -+Neill 
Class Agents 
Barbara L. (Brucher) Sentell 
307-16th Street 
Seal Beach, CA 90740-6516 
Penny S. (Cams) Fraumeni 
2314 Los Bentos Drive 
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745-4618 
Christopher H. Hunt celebrated his 60th birthday 
by pitching in the Whittier College alumni baseball 
game. He is currently on the faculty at the University 
of Redlands and is the program coordinator for the 




Ms. Sandy T. (Tahmoush) Hansen 
30342 Via Corona 
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677 
Christine Portigal Gillette is enjoying retirement and 
Lives in Las Vegas. She writes: "I moved from Southern 
California to Nevada in 2006, which gave me the means 
to help daughter Kelly and family leave Ohio and move 
nearby. Now KelLy's family Lives a mile-and-a-half away, 
and I can finally be an up-close-and-personal. 'grama'! 
Along with the grandkids, I enjoy digital photography, 
reading, and all the fun 'Sin City' has to offer." 
'70 Class Agent 	 'N 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Catherine (Gillespie) LaRoche resides in Florida. 
-Susan Strauss Carrier writes: "In August of 
2007,  Mary (Robins-Allen) Taddeo and I traveled 
to Sedona for our second annual mini-reunion; we're 
planning a cruise next. I retired from teaching in 
2006 after 30 years but couldn't stay away from the 
classroom, so I'm back at a Catholic high school near 
my home. I have two married daughters and Live in 
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CLASS OF 1977 
Class Agent 
Dottie (Blaha) Pendleton 
219 Muroc Place 




Redondo Beach with husband Chuck and stepdaughter 
Dana. Mary retired in March of 2007 after 37 years 
with the County of Orange, first with Social Services 
and then 30 years as a deputy probation officer. She 
now works part-time with probation. Mary's daughter 
will attend law school in the fall." -+Leslie (Troy) 
McClure lives in Pebble Beach with husband Walt, 
where she owns and operates public relations firm 411 
Video Information. She has three adult sons, one of 
whom graduated from Whittier (Jaason Roschke '02), 
and last October, she became a grandmother. 
Class Agent 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Leigh Akins lives in Alameda, CA, and retired in 
2005, following 32 years in education. Since then, she 
has cruised through the Panama Canal, and traveled 
to Hawaii, Pennsylvania, New York, Las Vegas, North 
Carolina, and Montana to visit friends or for "some 
type of adventure activity." She kayaks, snorkels, 
mountain bikes, golfs, and gardens.  -*Barbara (Bliss) 
and William Gillette live in Santa Barbara. Barb is a 
speech/language specialist in the public schools and Bill 
is the county Agricultural Commissioner. -Christine 
(Reel) Nelson is finishing her seventh year as execu-
tive assistant in the Mountain View School District in 
El Monte. Husband Eric '72 retired from church music 
ministry at First Christian Church Whittier after 28 years, 
but continues to teach choral music at St. Paul High 
School. Both enjoy singing in the Mountainside Master 
Chorale. -'Trudy Russ owns an alpaca ranch in upstate 
New York and enjoys international travel. 
Kristine Dillon requests that all classmates hold 
October 17-19, 2008, for Whittier Weekend. "Since we 
will celebrate our 35th Reunion with a dinner, I am 
looking forward to seeing people I haven't seen for 
years and hope we will achieve a big turnout, making 
it memorable for everyone. On the personal front, 
CLASS OF 1967  
I'm still heading the higher 
education 'think tank' for 
highly selective private col-
leges and universities, COFHE 
and continue to value my 
work on behalf of Whittier 
College as a trustee. Husband 
John Curry has moved into for- 
profit consulting (Huron Consulting Group) in higher 
education after spending 35 years as a faculty member 
or administrator in non-profit universities. Our biggest 
change is son Patrick's enrollment at Carnegie Mellon 
University, majoring in acting/musical theatre. This 
was his top choice school and he was one of 10 kids 
selected from the 1200 they auditioned. The workload 
is daunting but he is delighted to be challenged. Look 
for him in four years ... we all hope for an employed 
actor!" -+Karen (Carley) Klotz is retired and is an 
active church volunteer along with her husband. She 
has two sons, two step-daughters, and two grand-
children. -+Mark Goodman-Morris and wife Cheryl, 
married 32 years, are co-pastors for Portola Valley 
Presbyterian Church. Mark regularly runs marathons 
with daughter Noelle, who graduated with honors from 
UCSD last June.  -),Teri (Flavin) Martin and husband 
John have been married for 32 years and have two 
adult children. Teri teaches kindergarten for Capistrano 
Unified. -+Cherie (Foley) Horak has been teaching 
deaf children for 30 years and is looking forward to 
retiring soon. -+Kathy (Miller) Mastin teaches at-risk 
high school students. 4Robin Small lives in a con-
vent at the Vedanta Society in Santa Barbara.  -),Stan 
Smith took early retirement, having served more than 
34 years in public education. He plans on spending his 
time reading, traveling, taking classes at Long Beach 
State, and "driving around in my 1965 Cobra Kit car." 
Class Agent 
Joe Ulrey 
11985 Stegmeir Drive 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-2502 
Carol Tenopir received the prestigious Contributions 
to Information Science and Technology Award, 
an honor given by the Los Angeles Chapter of the 
American Society for Information Science and 
Technology. She also was the recipient of the 2007 
Whittier College Alumni Achievement Award, given in a 
formal ceremony during Whittier Weekend last fall. 
Victor Griego is a board member for the California 
Coalition for Clean Air, and an assistant adjunct 
professor at Occidental College, teaching a course on 
"Campaigns and Elections." He is celebrating 17 years as 
owner and president of 050, a Los Angeles-based public 
affairs firm, whose clients include the L.A. Dodgers, 
Neilson Media Research, PhRMA, and Mitsubishi. He is 
also studying at Claremont Graduate University, pursuing 
research related to the political incorporation of immi-
gration into California labor unions. "The best news is 
my wife and I have been married 17 years and have two 





Miss Marina Mufloz 
11214 Hood Way 
Stanton, CA 90680-2927 
Laura (Klein) Mosqueda lives in Hebron, KY, with 
husband Frank, daughter Liana (18), and son ,Jared (15), 
where she is a family resource coordinator for Boone 
County Schools. Son Jared plays high school baseball as 
well as on a select team. Frank works for a large devel-
oper, but also part-time for an airline, so they often 
travel, recently visiting Savannah, Washington, D.C, and 
Atlanta (for Bravesfest, where Frank ran into old buddy 
Terry Pendleton, hitting coach for the Braves!). They 
also took a long weekend trip home to California to soak 
up some sun before heading back to the snow. 





10103 199th Avenue, E. 
Bonney Lake, WA 98391 
Mr. Mike Caffey 
210 W. 94th St., Apt. 7K 
New York, NY 10025 
Annelle Lerner writes, "Life continues to amaze me... 
A resident now of Washington State, I found myself 
facing several of life's challenges during 2007: lass of 
a job, loss of my dear Aunt Betty, continued health 
concerns with my father Ed, severe weather, and the 
end of a seven-year relationship. Oddly and wonder-
fully, 2008 has brought not one but two job offers, a 
.
new love," and the motivation to join a gym, diet, and 
Lose approximately 45 pounds thanks to my wonderful 
personal trainer. I have benefitted greatly by using a 
life/executive coach, continued therapy, and by focusing 
on what's really important to me. I have also stayed 
busy with Soroptimists, my work in domestic violence, 











Deborah (Scott) Gallagher 
3594 Hemlock 




>> POETS, EN FRANCAIS. THE 2008 POET TRAVELS PROGRAM HEADS TO THE FRENCH RIVIERA, 










and ThaLian Trade (Crawford) Hamilton '78)  and 
family close. My next chapter is yet to be written, but 
when known ... wiLl pass on to The Rock!" 
'83 Class Agent 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Douglas Sloan received the prestigious Writers Guild 
Award for his screenplay of "Johnny Kapahala Back 
on Board" and also executive produced the movie 
"Minutemen," both of which aired on the Disney Channel. 
Class Agent 
Len McLaughlin 
25985 Terra Bella Avenue 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-5635 
Alma Martinez returned to campus last fall to guest Lecture 
on 'The Renaissance of Chicano/Latin Theater in Los Angeles." 
Class Agent 
Lanore (Larson) Galvin 
52611/2 Village Green 
Los Angeles, CA 90016-5207 
Sue (Smith) Connelly writes: "For the second year, I 
am teaching world history at Hollis Brookline Middle 
School. My wonderful husband Seth is recording great 
folk artists in the Boston area; my beautiful son Isaac is 
starting first grade in the falL. We Live in the woods and 
have all kinds of animals travel through our yard, and 
this past fall as we drove to school, my son saw a black 
bear! (Yes, there is wilderness left - in NH.) Love to all 
my old Sachsen, Athenian, and college friends. Any time 
you are visiting the great northeast, call and stop in for 
a summer swim—the lake is only three miles away!" 
Class Agents 	 'N 
Mr. Kevin M. Burke 
P.O. Box 1166 
Lakeport, CA 95453 
Ms. Kelli (Hokanson) Jones 
3661 Alcott Street 
San Diego, CA 92106 
Leda (Mintzer) Muller lives in Mountain View, CA, 
with husband Phil, son Henry, who is in first grade, 
and daughter Logan (3). She works as the manager of 
Housing Systems Initiatives group in student housing 
at Stanford University. "1 am stiLl playing soccer; 
Looking forward to our 20th reunion!" 
Class Agent 
Kevin Marshall 
P.O. Box 661703 
Arcadia, CA 91066-1703 
Yvonne (Lembi) Lawson writes, "In the Last few 
months I celebrated my 10th wedding anniversary with 
husband Ron, and my 10th year with Cadence Design 
Systems, Inc in San Jose, CA, where I'm currently 
an HR Systems Analyst. We also celebrated daughter 
Olivia's first birthday—the youngest of our three girls." 
'91 Class Agent 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
Darrell Nabors is an analyst for the University of 
Chicago, Pritzker School of Medicine. He was recently 
appointed chairman of the Illinois School Financial 
Aid Administrator's Graduate and Professional School 
Committee; for the past two years, he served as the 
organization's Diversity Issues chairman. He currently 
Lives in Hyde Park, IL, with wife Jennifer and son Darius. 
Class Agent 
	 'N 
Susan (Turner) Rose 
338 Santa Ana Avenue 
Long Beach, CA 90803-1938 
Katrina Diller lives in Kingston, WA, with her three 
children (ages 8, 6, 4). She manages an Edward Jones 
Investments office and was made a Limited partner 
Last year. "I have been in the Pacific NW for almost six 
years and Love it. I see Athenian 'big sister' CarrieLyn 
(Bays) often, and our kids are growing up together. 
Lots of hiking, sailing, playing in the snow—and no 
major traffic jams!" -)Christina Purcell performed 
10 characters—including Eve Arden, Kitty Carlisle 
and Gertrude Lawrence—in recent production "The 
Kid From Brooklyn: The Danny Kaye Musical" at the 
EL Portal Theatre. -Isabel Sanden left her job as 
district manager for a marketing company in Seattle 
to be a full-time mom to her two children, Max and 
Kate; however, she wilL still serve as a consultant to 
current clients. She and her family purchased a new 
CLASS OF 1992  
home in February.  4Carrielyn (Stuebing) Bays is a 
physician's assistant in an urgent care facility. She and 
husband Adam have been married seven years, and in 
2006, adopted son AListaire from Guatemala. The 
family lives in PouLsbo, WA, and looks forward to 
buying a sailboat this year. 
Class Agents 
Allison L. (Clarke) Ittershagen 
5122 Gregory Court 
West Linn, OR 97068-2980 
Kileen (Johnson) Higbee 
1888 Springbrook Road, Apt. B 
Medford, OR 97504-2176 
Shanta Yocum 
11706 Darlington Ave.. Unit 401 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
Sanjay Das and new bride reside in Seattle. He is 
a seLf-employed financial advisor (CFP) with offices 
in Seattle and Long Beach, and currently serves as 
treasurer of the Washington State Whittier College 
Alumni Chapter. 4Karyl (Radford) Sherman Loves 
being at home with her three children, ages 10, 8, and 
6. She and husband Eric are stilL living in Chino Hills, 
CA. She is considering beginning—"on a very limited 
basis"—substitute teaching at her children's school. 
-Chris Williams reports: "I've written an audio play, 
Turncoat, a darkly comical morality play about an ex-
corporate warrior who's Life of compromise finds him 
suffering a crisis of confidence. AvailabLe to download 
in April 2008, it was produced with Sanjay Das. 
Class Agent 
	 'N 
Ms. Robin Lynn Hickin 
1101 W. Stevens Ave No. 208 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
Stephanie (Orff) Kirchen writes: "I just finished producing 
the independent feature film Dog Tags. Husband Patrick and 
I live in South Pasadena and are expecting our first child." 
Class Agent 
	 'N 
Nanette (Do) Boerner 
122 Nimitz Avenue 
Redwood City, CA 94041 
Sean Connolly and wife Tracy have been married nine 
years.  -*Emily DiPetrillo and her husband Jeremy 
DiLlard welcomed twin daughters in October of 2006. 
She left her position with the American Cancer Society 
to stay at home with the girls. 9Sarajane (Reible) 
Baumgardner has been teaching fourth grade for 10 
years, and "loves making a difference in my students' 
Lives." She married husband Scott at the Whittier 
College Chapel in 2004, and has traveled to England, 
Ireland, China, and Mexico. -4Christine Volden lives 
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Sarah (Hayman) Gerfen 
1760 Larksberry Lane 
Simi Valley, CA 93065 
'02 
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in San Francisco and is currently the vice president 
of sales and business development at SustainLane, a 
company that focuses on supporting green and healthy 
Living initiatives online. She is engaged to Ron Periera, 
her former partner in Besos Foods. 
Class Agent 
CLASS AGENT NEEDED 
 
 
   
Jay and Nikomi (Garcia) Arroyo are happy to report 
that their Uptown business, Phlight Restaurant and 
Wine Bar, was featured on ABC7 in early January. The 
story profiled Jay and Nikomi and the history behind 
Phlight. -Laura (Ryan) Garcia married husband 
Mario in 2002. The couple has two sons, Phillip (5) 
and Gabriel (1), and lives in Long Beach. Laura is a 
special education preschool teacher for the Los Angeles 
County Office of Education. -3Melissa Savage lives 
in Los Angeles and currently heads the Special Events 
and Filming office for the Natural History Museum 
Foundation, the non-profit umbrella that oversees the 
Natural History Museum of LA County, the George C. 




Mr. Keristofer D. Seryani 
521 Meandering Lane 
Turlock, CA 95382 
Callie Batts is a Ph.D. candidate in the physical 
cultural studies program at the University of Maryland, 
studying the connections between sport and global 
culture. "I teach yoga in my spare time, and spend 
my summers coaching baseball in the UK." -)Marcus 
Paredes and wife Jennifer McDonough '98 have a 
daughter, Emily (2). Mike earned a master's in special 
education; Jennifer, a master's in education in reading. 
-Danielle (Rossi) Rokitta writes: "Husband Reid '97 
and I have one son, CJ (1) and live in San Jose. Reid 
has been working at Facebook for the past year and a 
half and is loving the job. We both keep busy running 
after CJ." -Stephen Siegmund and wife have a new 
baby daughter. Last year, Stephen was promoted to 
senior policy analyst for the Army Chief Information 
Officer. He continues to volunteer as a firefighter 
and emergency medical technician for Fairfax County, 
Virginia. -)Sonya (Hernandez) Sarmiento and 
husband Michael '98 report: "We are foster parents for 
medically fragile babies, aged 0-3 years old. Michael 
is a teacher at Ka Waihona 0 Ka Na'auao, a charter 
school. -+K.C. Wolbert and his wife celebrated their 
fifth wedding anniversary; they have one daughter and 
are expecting twins. K.C. owns and operates Southern 
California's Premier Home Theatre Installation Company. 
'01 
Elizabeth (Dc Is Paz) Cruz completed her M.A. at 
Whittier College in 2004, and in 2006, she and her 
husband purchased their first home. Her first published 
children's book will be released in fall. 
David Preciado lives in San Diego County. He is vice 
president of sales for IER Solutions, Inc., and chief 
marketing officer for ATL Innovations, Inc. 4Matthew 
Remkiewicz enlisted in the Navy after spending two 
years in the Naval Reserves. He has started his second, 
six-month session in the U.S. Navy Nuclear School. 
Class Agent 
	 N 
Mr. James Bailey 
5579 Timberf ails Rd., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87114 
Vanessa Farner attends the Los 
Angeles Police Academy.  -9Christian 
Gregoire has been an officer in the 
U.S. Army since 2003. He is currently 
a Captain-Paratrooper in the 82nd 
Airborne Division, finishing up a 
15-month deployment in Baghdad, 
in support of "the Surge" 1 -Nicole 
(Flores) Hernandez is a special 
education teacher working with 
students with autism for the Rowland 
Unified School District. Husband 
Jesus '02 is an eighth grade science 




6692 McDuffie Rd. 
Pinson, AL 35126 
Nicole Palacios,  currently an editor at 
WeddingChannel.com, married last fall. She is complet-
ing a master's in humanities, with an emphasis on 
English, at Mount St. Mary's College. 
IN MEMORIAM 
'33 E. Ferne (Pemberton) Bassford, February 5, 2007. 
-'33 Jessie (Hyans) Pohlman, October 23, 2007. 
-*'37 Evelyn (Walberg) Sonnie, date unknown. -+ 
'38 Harriett (Cooper) Ebermayer, January 28, 2008. 
4'40 Roberta (Nichols) Altman, August 3, 1989. 
4'41 Georgiana (Stacy) Vey, March 10, 2006.  -3 
'42 Maryann (Lucas) Poage in January of 2008. 
-3'44 Frances (Riewald) Didier, April 10, 2007. 
.4'44 Lorraine B. (Smith) Calkins, April 19, 2007. 
-3'45 Polly Ann (Hammond) Newberry, January 9, 
2007. -3'46 Carl H. Bishop in February of 2008. 4 
'46 Janie (McMillan) Reitherman, date unknown.  .4 
'48 Evelyn R. Fuston, date unknown. 4'51 Richard 
Dean Morgan, December 10, 2007. 4'51 Joseph 
McMahan, date unknown. 9'51 Roberta (Miller) 
Cowan, July 12, 2007. -'53 Barbara (Gard) 
Dean, December 5, 2007. 4'53 Marjorie (Hopley) 
Hurlimann, January 11, 2008. 4'54 John 
Hergesheimer, January 24, 2008. -9'55 Karl 
Greenhaw, February 1, 2008. -4"59 Jean R. (Rounds) 
Randall, April 6, 2007. -9'59 J. Michael Armer, 
January 21, 2008. 4'62 Maxine (Kane) Atherton, 
in February of 2008. -4  '64 Larry Krogh, January 16, 
2007. 4'68 Adrian Madure, January 21, 2008.  .4 
'69 Diane (Steele) Hinchman, December 12, 2006. 
-3'69 Sinara (Stull) O'Donnel, September 16, 2007. 
-4'72 Jane Comstock, September 7, 2007. 4 
'73 James Quint, February 15, 2007. -3'73 Linda 
Young-Strong, January 12, 2008. 4'97  Nicole 
Flaten, February 2, 2008. -*'97 Susan (Walter) 
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NEW ON ThE 308. New trustees Ed Petersen 9'an63fm Parks attended their first board meeting in February. As part 
of this role, Petersen now serves on the Enrollment & Student Life Committee and Committee on Trustees, while Parks 
serves on the Academic Affairs, Advancement, and Audit Committees. 
 
ALUMNI TRUSTEES 
Donald Remley '69. Ph.D. 
Tim Lambirth (WLS) J.D. '78 
PRESIDENT OF THE 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Jose Casillas '87 
TRUSTEES EMERITI 
Richard H. Deihl '49 
Rayburn S. Dezember '53 
Charlotte D. Graham. LHD '99 
R. Chandler Myers, J.D., LL.D. '88 
Hubert C. Perry '35 
Anthony R. Pierno '54 
Carl Randolph '43, Ph.D., L.L.D. '82 
Elden L. Smith '62 
Roberta G. Veloz '57 
PRESIDENT EMERITUS 
Eugene S. Mills. Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., LL.D. 
OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE 
Sharon D. Herzberger 
President 
Jan Legoza 
Vice President for Finance 
and Administration 
Neil H. Cogan, LL.B. 
Vice President for Legal Education 
and Dean of Whittier Law School 
Susan D. Gotsch 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Dean of Faculty 
Lisa Meyer 
Vice President for Enrollment 
Elizabeth Power Robison 
Vice President for Advancement 
MR 
WHITTIER COLLEGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Steven C. Al '76 
Richard A. Bayer 
Roy J. Clason '84 
Christopher T. Cross '62 
John H. Crow '64. Ph.D. 
Vincent J. Daigneault '85 
Kristine E. Dillon '73, Ph.D. 
Peter E. Feinberg '82 
Shane Cox Gad '71 
Alfred J. Gobar '53, M.A. '55, 
Ph.D.. L.H.D '05 
Kenneth S. Greenbaum '53 
Barbara Ondrasik Groce '57 
Wayne Harvey '60 
Charles E. Hawley. Jr. '51 
Donald J. Herrema '74 
Caroline P. Ireland '43 
David C. Lizarraga 
Alice D. Lowe '37 
Alan H. Lund '71 
David D. Mandarich 
Sharon E. McLaughlin 
James E. Mitchell, J.D. '62 
Linda K. Mitrovich '69 
Edward 0. Petersen '93 
James R. Parks 
Ruth B. Shannon, L.H.D. '92 
Geoffrey C. Shepard '66 
Willard W. Shepherd, Sr. 
Judith A. Swayne '63 
Tornio Taki 
Maxine M. Trotter '47 
Alfred J. Villalobos '65 
Steven Weston '83 
CHAIRMAN 
Richard I. Gilchrist '68, J.D. 
VICE CHAIRMAN 
Willard V. Harris, Jr. '55, L.H.D. '02 
SECRETARY 
Ernie Z. Park, J.D. 
TREASURER 
Donald E. Wood, L.H.D. '98 
51 
>> ONE OF WHITTIER'S MOST PROMINENT ALUMNI AND TRUSTEES WAS EDWARD GUIRADO '28, 
WHO WAS ALSO ONE OF THE FIRST LATINO GRADUATES. GUIRADO WAS A LOS ANGELES 
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE AND A DESCENDENT OF ONE OF CALIFORNIA'S FIRST FAMILIES. 
SENIOR MOMENTS 
Tia Teves '08 
Generates That 
Whittier Spirit 
CLASS YEAR: 2008 
HOMETOWN: Honolulu, HI 
MAJOR: Business Administration 
STATS: Hawaiian Islanders Club (4 years), 
Cheer Squad (captain), Alpha Pi Delta 
(Business Honor Society). 
ACCOMPLISHMENT I'M MOST PROUD OF OVER MY 
COLLEGE CAREER: Graduating! 
PLANS POST-GRADUATION: Work! 
FAVORITE PLACE TO STUDY: Third floor of Wardman 
Library. It's peaceful up there, 
FAVORITE TIME OF YEAR ON CAMPUS: Fail. Campus 
is always really pretty, especially in the Upper Quad. 
It also doesn't rain as much as it does in the spring. 
BEST CAMPUS EVENT ATTENDED WHILE AT COLLEGE 
(LECTURE, PERFORMANCE, CONCERT, ART EXHIBIT, 
OR SOCIAL): The Homecoming footbalL game and 
after-party at the Radisson. 
THE ANNUAL CAMPUS EVENT I'LL MISS THE MOST: 
Luminarias. (I know it's not held on campus, but it's 
always really fun.) 
FAVORITE POET TEAM TO CHEER: FOOTBALL!!! 
MOST UNUSUAL CLASS TAKEN: From Pagan To 
Christian in Ancient Rome with Profs. David Hunt 
and Ria D'FoghLudha. The course was half-art 
history and half-philosophy—and I got to go to 
Rome for JanTerm! 
MOST CHALLENGING CLASS TAKEN: Comparative 
Economic Systems or Drawing. They were both 
required for graduation and so hard. 
CLASS I WISH I HAD TAKEN: Chemistry. 
ADVICE TO INCOMING FRESHMAN: Get involved in 
everything you can, and get started on your major 
ASAP!! (I know everybody says this, but it's true.) 
ADVICE TO FELLOW GRADUATES: Don't panic... It's 
okay if you don't know what you want to do yet. 
MOST SURPRISING THING I'VE LEARNED AT 
WHITTIER: I realized a greater appreciation for 
my parents and family. I also [earned that the 
















A Palmer and members of the Hawai'i Chapter 
who attended the ceremony. 
A David Palmer, Shannon Center Manager 
At the 11th Annual Hawai'ian Music Awards—likened to the People's Choice Awards—the 
Shannon Center and Manager Dave Palmer were honored by the Music Foundation of Hawai'i 
for contributions to Hawaiian music and efforts on behalf of the musicians of Hawai'i. 
Since 1994, the Ruth B. Shannon Center for the Performing Arts has been like a second home 
for many of the recording artist from every island in the Hawai'ian chain. Through their theater 
and dedication to the arts, Ed and Ruth Shannon have given the opportunity for music to shine, 
and they have given hope and a fantastic stage for musicians to aspire to their dreams. 
"The compliments made on 
your behalf by local musicians [speak to] 
your generosity and professionalism, 
[and] are a testament of your 
'aloha' for the people of Hawai'i." 
—Johnny Kai, Executive Director, Music Foundation of Hawai'i 
Whittier College Congratulates 
David Palmer and the Ruth B. Shannon Center for the Performing Arts 
on a Lifetime Achievement Award from The Music Foundation Of Hawai'i 
Please join us in this effort 
by getting involved and 
giving back. After all, 
without assistance through 
The Whittier Fund, far 
fewer families will be able 
to attain such a proud legacy. 
WE ARE FAMILY.... 
THREE POETS AND A BABY. For the Baileys, attending Whittier College is a 
multi-generational tradition. To date, five in the family have become Poet 
alumni, and this year, three will celebrate their class reunions during Whittier 
Weekend on October 17-19, 2008: (left to right) James Bailey '03, Martha 
(McCord) Bailey '68, and Jennifer Bailey '98. (Also pictured is Frank Bailey, 
future Poet, Class of 2030). 
IT'S A BAILEY FAMILY TRADITION to attend Whittier College, but also for 
each of us to make a gift to The Whittier Fund every single year. We do this 
so that future generations of Poets—for example, my son Frank Bailey, Class 
of 2030—will have a chance to experience the same outstanding educational 
opportunities we had. 
When you give to The Whittier Fund, you enable the College to award 
scholarships to talented 
students; build strong 
athletic teams; provide 
competitive salaries for 
its stellar faculty; and 
expand the excellence 
of the Whittier Scholars 
Program, among others. 
You also make a powerful 
statement about the value 




In honor of her upcoming 
45th class reunion, Judith 
(Kjellberg) Swayne '63 and 
husband Keith Swayne have 
issued a challenge to match 
all new and increased 
Whittier Fund contributions 
made by alumni. Gifts will 
be matched dollar-for-dollar 
(up to $50,000) but must be 
made by June 30, 2008. 
For more information about 
the Swaynes' Alumni 
Participation Challenge, 
or to make a gift right 
now, please contact the 
Office of Advancement at 
562.907.4209, or visit www. 
whittier.edu/giveonhine.  
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